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Abstract

This research explores new voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) architectures and circuit design

techniques to optimize VCO performance at frequencies above 100 MHz. Through the use of negative

feedback loops around a core VCO and matched linear frequency-to-voltage converters (FVC), the

VCO oscillation frequency is stabilized against temperature, power supply and processing variations,

while maintaining a linear voltage-to-frequency control characteristic.

To verify the feasibility of the proposed VCO architecture, an emitter-coupled VCO with dual-

loop feedback has been designed and fabricated in a 2-ujn oxide-isolated bipolar technology. The

VCO, consuming 220 mW from a single 5-V supply and occupying 2,200 mils1, achieves -65 ppm/°C

TC of frequency over 20 to 80°C at center frequency 200 MHz. It has a 5:1 frequency control range

and the maximum oscillation frequency is 250 MHz with better than 2% voltage-to-ftequency linear

ity. The modulation bandwidth of the VCO is greater than 12 MHz and power supply rejection ratio is

0.4%/V.

Although the closed-loop architecture was applied to implement the high frequency emitter-

coupled oscillator in bipolar technology to demonstrate the validity of theory, it is also of potential

interest for otherVCO configurations and technologies.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1. Motivation

The function of a voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) is to generate a stable and periodic

waveform whose frequency can be varied by an applied control voltage. The relationship between the

controlvoltage and the oscillation firequency depends upon the circuitarchitecture and topology, although

a linear characteristic is generally preferred because of its wider applications and versatility. The basic

conceptof the VCO evolved from the cross-coupled trigger circuit as earlyas in the 1920's,1 and since

then tremendous efforts have been devoted to both the theory of oscillators and practical circuitrealiza

tions. With the adventof monolithic integration andresulting higher integration level, monolithic VCO's

are widely used in communication systems, analog circuits, and complex digital systems. In order to

function properly under adverse environments, the frequency stability with temperature is oneof the most

important performance requirements for aVCO. As the technology continues to progress to increase the

circuit operating speed andthus the system performance, it becomes necessary to investigate new VCO

architectures capable of operating at high speeds and still meeting the same temperature stability

specification whichconventional VCO's haveaccomplished at low frequency.

This research is aimedat identifying the sources of VCO frequency drift with temperature at high

frequency, propose circuit solutions, andverify the feasibility through prototype circuits. As a test vehi

cle, a 250 MHz monolithic VCO was designed and fabricated in a 2-\im siliconbipolar technology to

demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed circuit approaches. In addition to a small frequency drift with

temperature, the frequency-to-voltage linearity of the VCO is better than 2% over a 50-250 MHz rangeas

a result of the use of the matched linear frequency-to-voltage converters and the feedback loops for

correcting the temperature drift. Although the prototype circuit is designed in bipolar technology to

exploit the high frequency capability of therelaxation oscillator, the design techniques canbe adopted for

other technologies and VCO configurations as well.



1.2. Thesis Organization

Chapter 2 reviews thecharacterization, andapplications of monolithic VCO's to provide theback

ground needed in thedesign of electronic circuits forapplications in frequency demodulation, signal gen

eration, timing recovery, and so on. Two basic types of VCO, harmonic and relaxation, are also

reviewed and compared from the pointof view of monolithic IC design. Their advantages and limita

tions for highfrequency applications are addressed as well. Chapter 3 describes the proposed new VCO

architecture and theoretically analyzes its performance in terms of temperature stability, linearity, and

frequency accuracy. The design and implementation of a prototype monolithic VCObasedon the archi

tecturein Chapter3 are given in Chapter4, followed by theexperimental resultswhichare examinedand

discussed inChapter 5. Chapter 6 isconcluded with the research summary andfuture topics.



CHAPTER 2

MONOLITHIC VOLTAGE-CONTROLLED OSCILLATORS

2.1. Introduction

Aside from amplifiers, oscillators areprobably themost commonly used analog electronic circuits,

by virtue of communication system applications. An extra dimension is added to oscillators when their

oscillation frequencies can be varied, in an electronic manner, by a control voltage. Theintroduction of

the frequency control, coupled with the invention of negative feedback, makes the voltage-controlled

oscillator (VCO) a versatile and important building block in a variety of applications.

In this chapter an overview of monolithic VCO's is devoted to constitute a foundation for the dis

cussions in the subsequent chapters. Applications and characterization for VCO's are presented in first

two sections, followed by the description of various VCO configurations, and theirperformance. In the

lastsection, theadvantages and limitations in high frequency applications forVCO's arecompared from

theviewpoint of monolithic integrated circuit design.

2.2. Applications

Based on the functionality, VCO applications fall into two categories: (1) data transmission and

signal generation, and (2) detection and frequency synthesis. In transmitters and signal generators, the

VCO,alongwithother circuitry, generates periodic signals according to the input information, suchas in

FSK modulation, voltage-frequency conversion, and function generation. On the other hand,for applica

tions in detection and frequency synthesis, more complicated systems, for example phase-locked loops

(PLL), are involvedto extract the desired information from the receivedsignals, such as in FM demodu

lation, timing recovery, frequencysynthesis,and coherentamplitudedemodulation.

2.2.1. FSK Modulation

Frequency-shift keying (FSK) is a method commonly used in transmission of digital signals

through voice-grade channels such as telephone lines. In this application, the digital information is



transmitted by switching the VCO frequency between two discrete frequencies /1 and /2, determined by

the state of digital input, as shown in Figure 2.1.

Input VCO FSK Output

0 0
Zl fl Zl

Figure 2.1 - VCO as FSK modulator

It is important to note thatin FSKmodulation the VCO output frequency should have fastresponse time

to the input voltage change, while the linearity of its frequency-voltage control characteristic is not

importantdue to the digital nature of the information.

2.2.2. Voltage-Frequency Conversion

There are many instances when it is necessary toconvert ananalog voltage to a frequency, which

is then applied to a counter to obtain a digital output The key performance requirement of such a func

tion is the linearity of the VCO frequency with respect to the input voltage. An analog-to-digital con

verter using a VCO as voltage-frequency converter is illustrated in Figure 2.2. The analog signal Vin is

first converted to a frequency, and is then counted by a binary counter toform a digital output. This par

ticular technique is suited for transmitting analog data over fiber-optic links with a frequency counter

located at the receiving end of the channel.

223. Function Generation

A function generator, consisting of a VCO, wave shaping circuitry, andan analog multiplier offers

various output waveforms whose amplitude and frequency can be modulated byexternal signals. Figure
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2.3 shows the block diagram of the function generator. In these applications, the relaxation oscillator is

preferred because of its capability to generate both square waveforms, and triangular waveforms from

which sinewaveforms can be derived using shaping circuitry before theyare modulated in amplitude by

the modulating signals throughthe analogmultiplier.
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22.4. FM Demodulation

FM signals can be demodulated by using a PLL comprisedof a phase detector, a low-pass filter, a

gain stage, and a VCO, as shownin Figure2.4. When thePLL is lockedon the FM signal, the VCO

Input-

fc- *out

Phase
Detector

Low-Pass

Filter

VCO

Amplifier

Figure 2.4 - Block diagram of PLL

VAt)

frequency follows the instantaneous frequency deviation of the input Thus the voltage Vd(t) at theinput

of the VCO corresponds to the demodulated output. In this case, the linearity of the VCO voltage-to-

frequency characteristic is important since it determines the linearity of thePLL, and therefore the har-.

monic distortion of thedemodulated output

2.2.5. Timing Recovery

In digital transmission systems the key issue in the demodulation/detection process is toestablish

the bit synchronization - the optimum sampling clock for the matched-filtered demodulated baseband sig

nal. Atiming recovery circuitry toextract the clock embedded in the data and noise isbasically a form of

PLL as shown inFigure 2.4. The recovered clock foutt however, is available at the output of the VCO.

Therefore, in contrast to FM demodulation, a VCO with a linear frequency-voltage characteristic is not

needed in timing recovery, as long as frequency acquisition isassured.



22.6. Frequency Synthesis

Frequency multiplication and/ordivision can be performed using a PLL in conjunction withdivider

elements as shown in Figure 2.5.
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equency synthesizer using PLL

By programming the divider modulus M andN, one can obtain a noninteger relationship between input

and output frequencies. This operation, combined with frequency translation through mixers, can form

programmable frequency synthesizers for spectrally pure signal generation and for signal tracking and

processing, which are very widely used in transmitters, receivers, and transponders,as well as in labora

tory instrumentation.

22.1. Coherent Amplitude Demodulation

Amplitude modulation can be detected coherently by using a coherent amplitude detectordriven

from the VCOoutputas illustrated in Figure2.6. AfterthePLLlockson thecarrierof the AMsignal,the

VCO has the same frequency as the AM carrier. The demodulated AM signal is obtained at the output

filter by low-pass filtering the AM signal multiplied by the coherent reference signal at the quadrature
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Figure 2.6 - Coherent AM detection

AM signal

outputof the VCO. The outputcan also be used in the generation of automatic gain control (AGC) or

lock indication in applications such as IF receives withcoherentAGC,and stereo decoder circuits.2

2.3. Characterization

In this section, the characterization of VCO's is presented. The VCO characteristics are strongly

dependent on the VCO configurations, which will be described in the next section. Unfortunately, no

particular VCO configuration prevails in every category since some requirements are in conflict with one

another, and therefore, depending on the applications, a trade-off is necessary to favor some area while

inevitably sacrificing others.



2.3.1. Frequency Stability

Thisis one of the most important requirements and, based on the frequency deviation rate, canbe

further divided into two parts: (1) long term stability, such as stability with temperature and power sup

ply,and(2)shortterm stability, alsocharacterized as phase noise.

2.3.1.1. Stability with Temperature

Theoscillation frequency tends to driftas theenvironmental temperature changes, and this is most con

veniently expressed in terms of the fractional change in oscillation frequency perdegree centigrade of

temperature variation, which is termed temperature coefficient of frequency, TC,with a unitof ppm/°C.

„.** 1 "/ore

Despite several published designs have been successful in stabilizing TCof frequency,3*4 the usable fre

quency range is still limited to few tens of MHz, which is about a decade lower than the maximum

operating frequency that typical monolithic VCO's can offer. As a result, to achieve a low TC at high

frequencies is very important andwillbedetailed in thenextchapter.

2.3.1.2. Stability with Power Supply

Usually this is measured as the frequency change in percentage per volt when power supply is

varied. The variation of frequency is caused by the change in the parameters of active devices, such as

gain, output impedance, reference levelof detector, and parasitics. The requirementfor the stabilitywith

power supply varies in different applications, but a useful rule of thumb for PLL applications is to keep it

less than the ratio of the detectionband to the center frequency of the VCO.

2.3.1.3. Phase Noise

Sometimes this is also called jitter. Due to the internal noise in the circuits modulating the zero-

crossing or the thresholds of switching level, the period of oscillation tends to vary from cycle to cycle.

The presence of the phase noise in the VCO imposes the ultimate limits on the resolution which a PLL

can achieve. Narrowband detection PLL applications, such as timing recovery, require a low phase noise
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VCO. The phase jitter, usually specified in parts per million (ppm), can be minimized by means of either

reducing the noise bandwidth of the VCO, or by increasing the voltage swing across the timing capacitor

used in the relaxation oscillator.5

232. Voltage-to-Frequency Characteristic

There are two important parametersin the voltage-to-frequency characteristic of the VCO; linearity

and conversion gain. Strictly speaking, these parameters are functions of the frequency of appliedcontrol

voltage. However, characterization is normally specified for slow changessince the oscillation frequency

responds rapidly to control voltage in most cases.

2.3.2.1. Linearity

In order to achieve maximum versatility, a VCO with linear frequency-voltage characteristic is

generally required. This directly determines thelinearity of thedemodulated output of PLLin theappli

cation of frequency demodulation. Any nonlinearity of theVCO characteristics will be reflected asdistor

tion in the demodulated output While nonlinearities caused by mismatch and finite output impedance

can be minimized at low frequencies by proper circuit design, the nonlinearities at high frequencies are

much more difficult to correct since switching delay is the main contributor of errors and it is very

difficult tomodel the switching mechanism athigh frequencies. One way toovercome this problem is to

employ the feedback approach that willbedescribed inthenextchapter.

2.3.2.2. Conversion Gain

Conversion gain (Kv) is the slope of frequency-voltage characteristics if they are near-linear, or

their derivative evaluated atthe free-running frequency of the VCO if they are nonlinear. In PLL applica

tions, Kv is made as large as possible to increase the dc loop gain, and thereby minimize the phase error

between the input signal and VCO outputOnthe other hand, Kv iskept relatively low inorder to reduce

the VCO drift due to the offset drift of the phase detector output or the loop amplifier.6 As a result, a

compromise is needed forchoosingKv.
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233, High Frequency Capability

High-speed data transmission and full utilization of bandwidth result in a demand for electronic cir

cuits operating at high frequencies. The VCO is noexception. Higher operating frequencies allow wider

applications, and inPLL applications the VCO is the typical limiting factor forhigh frequency operation

because other components, both phase detector and gain stage, are high-speed ECL-type switching cir

cuits. To minimize switching delays occurred inthe circuits, the use ofaH-npn transistors with high unity

gain frequency fT allows VCO's capable of operating at up to several hundred MHz.7'8 The inherent

limitations on thehigh frequency capability ofa VCO will bediscussed later in this chapter.

23A, Dynamic Range of Frequency Control

This is defined as, for given frequency-determining component(s), the ratio of the maximum fre

quency to the minimum frequency that can be obtained when varying the control voltage between two

extremes. It ranges from few tenth of percent higher than unity, as in the case of crystal oscillators, to

more than four decades, as in the case of relaxation oscillator. As in thecase of high linearity andlarge

conversion gain, the requirements for wide tuning range of frequency are in direct opposition to the

requirements for frequency stability. In otherwords, the morestablethe frequency, the morereluctant its

change. Accuracy control of the frequency, tobe described below, is related to frequency stability in the

similar way.

233. Frequency Accuracy

In most cases, the VCO frequency is set by the external components. It is desirable that the fre

quency can be accurately governed by the external component setting with a minimum number of com

ponents. Frequency accuracy is practically limited by the on-chip component matching and process vari

ations from lot to lot. At low frequencies, a typical accuracy of frequency that can be achieved without

trimming is ±1%. However, this deteriorates rapidly at high frequencies as the parasitic capacitance or

inductance are no longer negligible compared with external frequency-determining components. Fre

quency accuracy is particularly importantin a PLL systemwith a narrow detection band. For example, if
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a VCO is to be included in a narrow detection band PLL (for instance ±1% of center frequency) the fre

quency accuracy requirement for the VCO should be at least 1% to assure the loop can lock on the input

signal during the capture process. In other words, a VCO may not be suitable at high frequencies simply

because of the inaccuracy, even if it is capable of operating at high frequencies.

2.4. VCO Configurations

As a general classification, VCO's can be loosely categorized into two types, characterized by their

output waveform: (i) Harmonic oscillators which generate nearly sinusoidal outputs, and (ii) relaxation

oscillators which provide square or triangle outputs as circuits switch alternatively between two well-

defined astable states.

2.4.1. Harmonic Oscillators

In general, a harmonic oscillator is composedof an amplifier, whichprovidesadequategain, and a

frequency-selective network, which feeds the outputwithin a certain frequency range back to the input.

The oscillation frequency and amplitude can be determined by the twoconditions requiredfor a sustain

ing, stable oscillation. Two different approaches, negative resistance and feedback, are used to analyze

the oscillators. Although the negative resistance approach can be used to analyse the oscillation condi

tion for harmonic oscillators as well, the feedback approach ischosen here for thesake of simplicity. Fig

2.7 showsa generalized block diagram of a harmonicoscillator.

v« fc Vm
1

A(s)^^- y out

P&)

FigurB2.7- B lock diagram of harmonic oscillator
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To ensure the oscillation, the amplifier A must supply enough energy tocompensate the loss in the pas

sive elements, while the feedback (frequency selective) network shifting the phase of the output signal an

amount such that it is in phase with the input signal. Quantitatively, oscillations can take place and be

sustained if the following conditions, the so-called the Barkhausen criteria,9 aresatisfied:

V*
Vin

=|A(j)||p(^l (2.2)

and

Vfiarg(-j7-) =4>A+*p =0 (2.3)
"in

where <DA and <Dp are thephase shifts for the amplifier and feedback network, respectively. Note that the

above equations are derived in the absence of external excitation, i.e., V^ =0. Interestingly, oscillators

are theonly circuits which can generate output signals without any input signal being applied. The pres

ence of noise is accounted for in the start of the oscillation, which proceeds tobuild upif the initial loop

gain is greater than unity. As the oscillation grows, the gain A of the amplifier, and thus theloop gain,

eventually decreases because.the circuit enters thenonlinear region of theamplifier. Eventually, a steady

state is reached with such anamplitude and frequency that Equations (2.2) with equal sign and(2.3) are

satisfied simultaneously . The actual time elapsed between the start-up of the oscillation and circuits

reaching anequilibrium depends onmanyfactors, such asinitial loop gain, andthequality factor Qof the

feedback network.

Fortunately, for most practical oscillators, it is possible to find the steady stateamplitudeand fre

quency by solving Equations (2.2) and (2.3) independently . In particular, if feedback network has a

sharp roll-off phase-frequency characteristic, the frequency can be determined solely by equation (2.3)

andthen substituted into equation (2.2) to obtain theoscillation amplitude. In otherwords, theoscillation

frequency can be approximated by knowing how much phase shift (0 or 180°depending on the polarity

of the amplifier gain A) must be provided by the tank circuitwith a high Q, while the amplitudeof oscil

lation is determinedby the limiting characteristics of the loop.
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We now turn attention to the implementation of most commonly used practical harmonic oscilla

tors in monolithic IC: LC oscillators and crystal oscillators.

2.4.1.1. LC Oscillators

An LC-tank circuit is used as feedback network and frequency determiningcomponent in an LC

oscillator, whichcan easilyoperateat frequencies up to several hundred MHz.Thereare manyvariations

ofLCoscillators, which arediscussed elsewhere,10* n«12 therefore, without theloss of generality, a typi

calcircuitimplementation is shown inFigure 2.8 to illustrate thehigh frequency capability andthemeans

of frequency tuning for this type oscillator.

CC

'bypass

-V
EE

Figure 2.8 - Positive feedback Colpitis L-C oscillator

Since the only tuning component external to the chip is the inductor L, this circuit isparticularly

attractive to monolithic integration. The capacitor C and external L are the primary LC tank circuit
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elements while other capacitors Cx and C2 constitute a capacitive transformer, which provides much

more efficient feedback athigh frequencies than acoiled transformer. Differential pair Q\-Q2is used as

the active element togive apositive gain with wide bandwidth from the base of Qt to the collector of Q2.

There are two advantages using differential pair as the gain stage. First, outputVout canbe taken from

thecollector of Qxwhich is isolated from thetank circuit, and thus loading from output has no effecton

the oscillation frequency. Second, the total harmonic distortion is less thanwith singletransistor oscilla

tors since alltheeven harmonics are absent dueto thesymmetric topology of thedifferential pair.13

Assuming that the loading effects and parasitics are negligible, the oscillator has a frequency of

oscillation given by

fasc = , , l (2.4)

Y c+ l 22tcA L Cx+C2 ^

It is clear that for a high Q tank circuit, the stabilityof the oscillation frequency is direcdy relatedto that

of reactive elements L and C's, and is insensitive to the characteristics of active devices and the power

supply drift As a result, a stableoscillation frequency with temperature and power supply is obtainedby

the LC oscillator, providedthat L andC's arestable. In addition, due to the narrow bandwidth of high Q

tankcircuit, theLC oscillator hasa muchlower phase jitterat theoutputthan a relaxation oscillator.14

The range of oscillation frequency can be determined by examining (2.2). If the parasitics are

neglected, the maximum operating frequency is limited by the bandwidth of the amplifier since oscilla

tion would be stopped at some frequency where the amplifier can no longer supply enough gain to main

tain the oscillations, as required in (2.2). In practice, the highest oscillation frequency is, however, lim

ited by the inevitable parasitic capacitance and inductance from package, bonding wires, and active dev

ices. For instance, if L^ct= 3 nHand Ce^cr= 5 pF, thecorresponding upper frequency limitis 1.3 GHz.

The minimum oscillation frequency is set by the feedback capacitive divider Ci-C2 since at lower fre

quencies, the feedback quantity (3(5) is less than as required in (2.2) due to the loading from Rbias and

<21, which are negligible at high frequencies. The lower frequency limit is typically in the order of few

MHz.
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The oscillation frequency can be varied by changing the value of either inductor or capacitor.

Although inductors have been successfully fabricated in monolithic integrated circuits using GaAs tech

nology,15 yetthey are notready with current silicon technology toachieve similar performance, and that

leaves only the possibilityof the using the variable-reactance (varactor) diode to attain voltagecontrolof

the frequency of oscillation. In the varactor-tuned VCO, the capacitor C of the LC tank circuit is imple

mented by a reverse-biased junction capacitor whose valuecan be changed by varying the reverse bias

voltage across it through the inputcontrol voltage V^, asshown in Figure 2.9.

v °-y out

vcc

-VEE

Figure 2.9 - Varactor-tuned VCO

'bypass

From Eq (2.4) the oscillation frequency of the varactor-tuned VCO can beexpressed as
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/- = .,•_.._,_» . . . (2.5)
1

27t-yL c0 VcC-Vm "\ c,c2
cx+c2

a

where C0 is the zero-bias junction capacitance for the varactor, m is a constant between 0.3 and 0.5,

depending on the doping profile of the junction, and <J>f is the built-in potential. By changing the input

control voltage V^, f^ can be tuned accordingly inanonlinear fashion by an amount of few percent of

variations because it isa weak function ofV^, as seen in(2.5). These drawbacks, limited tuning range of

the frequency and the nonlinear frequency-voltage control characteristics, exclude the varactor-tuned

VCO from some applications, such as FM demodulation. Alsocareful design and accurate modeling of

thevaractor diode is required torealize good frequency stability withtemperature.

In summary, the LC oscillator is capable of operating at high frequencies, and limited frequency

tuning can be achieved by using a varactor diode at the expense of inferior temperature stability. The

trade-off between stability and tuning range can be made by using voltage-controlled crystal oscillator.

This will be described in the next section.

2.4.1.2. Crystal Oscillators

The stable electromechanical resonance characteristics of a quartz crystal is used to set the oscilla

tion frequency for crystal oscillators. Thereason whyoneemploys a piezoelectric resonator in place of a

conventionalLC tank circuit described in the previous sectionis that the available Q in these mechanical

vibration devices, when driven by sinusoidal voltages, may be up to thousand times greater than that

available with conventional elements. As a result, crystal oscillators are the most stable of electronic

oscillators and are always used for for such critical applications as frequency synthesizers or clock syn

chronizers.

Figure 2.10 illustrates the symbol for a crystal and equivalent circuit for a single mode if other

modes are assumed operating far from resonance. Typically, the reactances associatedwith L and C are

much higherthanRs, leading to an extremely high Q with valuesbeing several thousand to few million.

One of the most commonly used crystal oscillators is the Pierce oscillator, shown in Figure 2.11. The
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Figure 2.10 - Crystal and equivalent circuit

crystal is operated as an inductance, and capacitors ClandC2 adjust the amountof feedback while the

inverter, which is biased at the midpoint of the transfer curve through the large bias resistor RbUa to pro

vide sufficient gain, does notsignificandy load the crystal todegrade the overall Q. A high Q inthe cry

stal and the high input resistance of thegain stage result in near-sinusoidal waveforms developed across

Clt and the amplitude of sinusoidal waveform isa function of the ratio of Ci and C2and the large signal

transconductance Gm. The oscillation frequency of crystal oscillators is restrained between the series and

parallel resonant frequencies in order that the crystal impedance is inductive. This results in the max

imum possible frequency variations of crystal oscillators no more than C/C01 which is typically a few

tenths of a percent since C0is much higher than C for almost all crystals. A varactor diode connected in

series with the crystal provides avariable capacitor Cv through alarge isolation resistor J?to and causes a

pulling of the frequency. The oscillation frequency can beapproximated by

Jose ~Js 1 +
1

2 Cy + Cq
(2.6)

where fs - series resonant frequency =
2tWlC

. As can be seen in (2.6), compared with (2.5), the fire-
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quency pulling can be obtained is much smaller than with varactor-tuned LC oscillators, as a result of the

highQ in crystal However, the frequency stability with temperature and power supply, and phase noise

aremuch improved at the same rate. Forexample, the temperature effects on active devices areabsorbed

by the sharp roll-off phase-frequency characteristics of crystal, andare negligible compared with the TC

of crystal itself,16 which isusually the dominant term. With careful design, monolithic crystal oscillators

have demonstrated a TC of frequency less thanone hundredth of ppm/°C for temperature -10 to +60°C,

anda power supply rejection of .05ppm/V.17

Since the crystal dimension is inversely proportional to the mechanical frequency of fundamental

vibration, practical considerations such as durability and power dissipation usually limit fundamental
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operation to less than 20 MHz, although higher frequencies operation are possible by operating on an

overtonefrequency. Harmonic multiplication from lowerfrequencies must be employedfor even higher

frequencies.

The oscillation frequency of a crystal VCO (VCXO) with a varactor diode can change just as

quickly as the capacitance of the varactorcan be changed, and that is limited by the timeconstantof iso

lation resistor R^ andvaractor capacitance Cv.x* Therefore, fast response ofa VCXO is entirely feasi

ble if circuits are properly designed.

2.4.2. Relaxation Oscillators

Relaxation oscillators are the most commonly used oscillator configuration in monolithic IC design

because they can operate in a wide frequency range with a minimum number of external components.

Unlike harmonic oscillators, there are no expensive frequency-selective tuning elements in relaxation

oscillators butat most one timing capacitor forfrequency determining, andthus relaxation oscillators are

suitable for monolithic integration. Periodic square waveforms, often along with triangular waveforms,

are generated while circuits switch back and forth between two astable states. During each period, cir

cuits stay in oneof the states fora certain period of time, then followed bya fast transition before relax

ing into the other astable state for the same time interval as the previous state if symmetrical circuit

schemes are used.

According to the mechanism of theoscillation and topology employed, relaxation oscillators can be

further broken down into three types: (1) grounded capacitor VCO, (2) emitter-coupled VCO, and (3)

delay-based ring VCO. The operation of the first two oscillators are similar in the senses that the time

duration spent in each state is determined by the timing capacitors and charge/discharge currents while

the third oscillator operates quite differendy since the the timing relies wholly on the delay in each stage

of theinverters which areconnected ina ring configuration.

2.4.2.1. Grounded Capacitor VCO

The generalized circuit configuration ofa typical grounded capacitor VCO is shown in figure 2.12.
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Figure 2.12 - Grounded capacitor VCO

The circuit consists of a detector which sense the voltage Ve across thetiming capacitor Ct to determine

the state of the switch S, a current sink/ lt a current source 72, and a transconductance stage which con

verts input control voltage V^ linearly to current 1^ and I2. The operation of the circuit can be briefly

described as follows: Assuming initially S is thrown attheposition as indicated in Figure 2.12, thecapa

citor Ct is therefore being discharged by a netcurrent of I2-1 lt and the voltage is discharging at arate

of
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dve l2-l\

This linear discharging continues until the lowerthreshold of thedetector VL is reached. At thispoint,the

detectorchanges the stateof switch and the capacitor C, is charged with current sink at a rateof

-dT=t (2-8)
untilVc reaches the upper threshold of the detector VH andswitch S is reset, thuscompleting one period

of oscillation. For this type of oscillator, square and triangular waveforms are available at theoutput of

the detector andthe timing capacitor, respectively. If thecurrent source I2 is precisely twice the current

sink Ilt the triangular waveform is symmetrical andthe duty cycleof the square wave is 50%. Further

more, the frequency of oscillationcan be expressed as:

f = il V*g" (OQ\
Jose 2Ct(VH-VL) 2Ct(VH-VL) ^

where gm is thevoltage-to-current conversion gain of thetransconductance stage.

As indicated in the above equation (2.9), theoscillation frequency can be varied linearly withcon

trol voltage Vin over a wide range. However, this type of oscillator depends on the the tracking of the

charge and discharge current in order to maintain a symmetrical triangle and square and thus the control

range of frequency is limited to approximately 100:1. In practical applications, the timing capacitor is

left external to the chip in order to have more flexibility in setting the operating frequency range,

although the sweep range of frequency can be high for agiven timing capacitor. The design of the detec

tor section is important for the grounded capacitor VCO since the the precision of the oscillation fre

quency is dictated by the precision of the threshold voltages of the detector, together with gm and C„

whichareusually setby external precision components.

There are two ways to implement the detector. One commonly used approach, which is suitable

for applications up to several hundred MHz, is to employ one or two comparators to sense the voltage

level of the input signal with threshold voltage levels of comparator defined through some external vol-
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tage, for example power supply Vcc, and resistor ratio. The output of the comparator is then appliedto a

R-S flip-flop which in turn controlsthe switch to charge or discharge the timing capacitor accordingly. In

this approach, threshold voltages are well-defined and therefore good frequency stability and accuracy

can be achieved with careful design. However, there aremany stages in the signal pathand the resulting

signal propagation delays becomesignificant at high frequencies. Consequently, the accuracy andstabil

ity of the oscillation frequency deteriorate at frequencies higherthana few MHz due to excessive switch

ingdelays mainly stemmed from the finite response timeof thecomparator andflip-flop.

This disadvantage leads to the second approach which replaces the comparator and flip-flop by a

single stage Schmitttrigger to reduce the associated switching delays. Normally the Schmitt trigger con

sists of only a non-saturating differential gain stage with positive feedback to achieve hysteresis in the

voltage transfer curve. Since few active devices are used in the signal path, the switching delays in

Schmitttrigger are minimized andthisallows high speed operation. The threshold voltages, however, are

kT
determined by the internal circuit variables such as thermal voltage VT = — due to the lack of stable,

well-defined reference voltage in the positive feedback loop.

As a result, the use of singlestage Schmitt trigger in the grounded capacitor VCO requires special

circuit schemes to compensate the temperature dependent voltage levels and therefore stabilize the fre

quency drift with temperature, before one can take advantage of high-frequency capability of such a

VCO. The compensation is accomplished by designing Ix in eq. (2.9) having the same temperature

dependence as the threshold difference VH - VL of the Schmitt trigger and thereby their temperature

effects are cancelled out to a first order to attain a stable frequency.4 The reported TC of frequency for

the VCO usingthis technique is 60 ppm/°C. Nevertheless, thiscompensation technique is restricted to the

grounded capacitor VCO and effective for frequencies up to 20 MHz. Forhigher frequencies, the uncom

pensated switching delays are not negligible and inevitably become an important part of oscillation

period. Moreover, switchingdelaysare strongly temperature dependent anddifficult to model accurately.

In addition to temperature drift, voltage-to-frequency linearity and frequency accuracy control are

degraded as well at high frequencies sinceswitching delays must be included in Eq.(2.9). These design
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considerations make it a difficultand challenging task to implement a linear, temperature-stable VCO at

high frequencies. This will be the topicofChapter 3.

Besides temperature instability, phasejitter is another limitation of relaxation oscillators. Since the

relaxation VCO is essentially a wideband switching circuit, there exists no frequency limiting com

ponentsexcept the timing capacitor and parasitics from the active devices. As a result, the phase noise in

the grounded capacitor VCO, like otherrelaxation oscillators, is theoretically and practically higher than

in LC or crystal oscillators, which have much lower noise bandwidth arising from the high Q tankcir

cuits.14 The triangular waveform across the timing capacitor, in contrast to the sinusoidal waveform in

the tank circuit of harmonic oscillator, does not help the phase noise either because of its constant ramp

ingproperty. Onepossible solution to reduce thephase jitter is to increase VH - VL of thedetector, i.e.,

the voltage swing of the timing capacitor, to relatively reduce theuncertainty of the switching instants

which is caused by the noise modulating the thresholds of detector. Among various noise sources, the

input-referred noise of the detector is usually the main contributor of phase jitter. Therefore, it is desir

able to uselow noisetransistors in thedetector input stage to minimize thejitter. For example, in bipolar

technology the ideal candidate wouldbe the transistors with high current gain and low base resistance

while being biased at high current levels to the extent that the unity current gain frequency fT is not

significantly reduced.

2.4.2.2. Emitter-Coupled Oscillator

The high frequency capability of thegrounded capacitor VCO can be further improved by combin

ing the current switching components and Schmitt nigger into one high speed switching section. Since

this reduces thenumber of stages involved in the switching process, the associated delays are minimized

to attain high frequency operation. The simple, symmetrical circuit configuration andthe use of allnon-

saturating npn transistors make them very popular in various monolithic designs.

The simplified emitter-coupled oscillator, as wellas theassociated waveforms, is illustrated in Fig

ure 2.13. It eliminates the necessity to precisely match two current sources with opposite polarity, as

required in the grounded capacitor VCO, by using a matched pair of npn current sources to alternately
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discharge each side of the timing capacitor C„ through which the emitters of Q t and Q2 are coupled.

Since npncurrentsourcescan be matchedbetterthanpnp current sources, the circuitis capable of main

taining a symmetrical triangular and rectangular waveforms over a wide sweep range, typically 1000:1.

The oscillator is composedof transistors Q xandQ2 forming the positive feedback gain stagethrough the

load resistorR and clamping diode-connection transistors g3 and Q4 which clamp the voltage swing

across R to 1 VBE, and two well-matched npn current sources whose value can be varied by a control

voltage V^.

The operation of the circuit can briefly be described as follows. Assumeinitially thatbothQxand

Q3are conducting andQ2andQ3are off. If base currents are neglected, then theemitter of Qt is heldat

vcc - Vbe while the emitterofQ2\& discharging at a rate of//C,. This discharging continues until the

emitter of Q2reaches Vcc- 2VBEl at which time Q2 turns on. As a result, Q4 starts conducting, which

subsequendy turns off bothQ j andQ3, causing theemitter of Q2 to be pulled up to 1 VBE below Vcc.

Since the voltage across a capacitor cannot change instantaneously the \VBE voltage step is coupled to

theother side of timing capacitor Ct, changing thevoltage on theemitter side of Qi from Vcc - VBE to

Vcc. At this time, the second half of the period begins, and proceeds in the same way as the first half

with the rolesof Q X-Q 3andQ2-Q4interchanged since thecircuit is symmetrical.

The frequency of the oscillation can be calculated, by taking the reciprocal of two times the each

half period, as:

fosc= AV r (2.10)

Note that in addition to several output waveforms available, being a square wave with peak-to-peak vol

tage swing of VBE atcollectors of Qxand Q2, and two linear ramps atthe emitters of Q j and Q2, other

waveforms can also be generated using linear or nonlinear processing. A linear triangular waveform is

attainable by subtracting VA from VB% orvice versa, with a simple differential-to-single-ended amplifier.

Similarly, the quadrature output can be readily derived by squaring the differential triangular voltage

across the timing capacitor. This is desirable in some applications such as coherent AM detection
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described in section 2.2.7. Other applications require sinusoidal waveforms and they can be obtained

through theuseof adifferential gain stage withemitter degeneration.19

Since the emitter-coupled oscillator contains only npn transistors it is capable of very high fre

quency operation. The upper limit of the oscillation frequency is determined by the switching delays

around thepositive feedback loop and parasitic capacitors attheemitters of Q t and Q2. These parasitics,

which are nonlinear, are contributed from the base-emitter junction capacitances of Qt and Q2, the

collector-to-substrate capacitances of transistors making upof the current sources, and the parasitic capa

citances from package where the circuit is housed if an external timing capacitor is employed. As dis

cussed previously, those parasitics cause severe problems athigh frequencies, including temperature ins

tability, nonlinearity, and frequency inaccuracy. As to thelower limitof theoscillation frequency for the

configuration in Figure 2.12, let us examine Equation (2.10) carefully. In Equation (2.10), it seems that

the oscillation frequency /^ can be decreased without limit as the current I is decreased. However,

Equation (2.10) holds only when the voltage swing atcollectors of Qt and Q2are clamped atVBE by Q3

andQA. Therefore, when I is decreased to such a value that 2IR = VBEt theoscillation frequency reaches

a minimum:

Joscjnin ~ on/"' (2.11)

Further decreasing / would not change the oscillation frequency, until it reaches a critical value Icrit

which is the minimum current needed to sustain the oscillation. This corresponds to the initial loop gain

of the positive feedback around Qi~Q2in Figure 2.12equal to unity. It canbe shown that

Icru =j§ (2.12)
qR

where KTIq is the thermal voltage, and is equal to 26 mV at a room temperature of 27°C. If I is even

further decreased, the oscillation will eventually die awaybeforean intermediate statewill be reached.

One major drawback exists with the oscillator of Figure 2.12.The sensitivity of the frequency with

respect to temperature is poor due to the VBE dependence of the period. The temperature coefficient can
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be calculated by using Equations (2.1) and (2.10):

1 dfosc _ 1 Wbe __ 2 mV/°C
fose & VBE dT 800 mV

since VBE varies at a rateof about -2 mV/°C with temperature. It shouldbe noted that the frequency of

the oscillatorhas a positive TC of 2500 ppm/°C even at low frequencies. This temperature effect may be

compensated at low frequencies by making the discharge current source I with the same dependence of

VBE to a first order. This technique canyieldaTC of ±300ppm/°C for frequencies up to 5 MHz.

Further improvement of the temperature performance of this type oscillator can be achieved by

clamping the voltage swings at the collectors of Q: and Q2in Figure 2.12 to a stable internal precision

voltage reference VR , rather than theVBE drop of transistors.20 This improved oscillator is illustrated in .

Figure 2.14. The operation of the circuit is similar to the operation described, therefore it will not

repeated here. The voltage at the collector of Qx is alternatively clamped to Vcc -VR-VD and

vcc ~ Vd wnen Gi isonand off, respectively. Here VD denotes the voltage drop of the diodes carrying

current I. Therefore, thevoltage swing at thecollector of Qi is clamped atreference voltage VR. Similar

to Equation (2.10), the frequency of oscillation is expressed as:

fcsc =4CtyR (2.14)

Itisworth mentioning that the reference voltage VR isnormally derived from an on-chip bandgap refer

ence and itsvalue can bechanged easily byresistor ratio, unlike the circuit inFigure 2.12, where voltage

is fixed to VBE =0.8 V. This is important because for high frequency oscillation the voltage swings

within the circuit must besmall For example, if f^ = 100 MHz, 7=2 mA, and C, =20 pF, then the

corresponding VR is250mV, which is much smaller than VBE.

With careful layout and design, including accurate prediction of temperature behavior at the prox

imities of the switching points, a temperature drift of less than ±100 ppm/°C over a 10,000:1 linear fre

quency sweep range can be attained. As with othercircuits, however, the frequency stability deteriorates

athigh frequencies as aresult of the absence of compensation for switching delays, and for the parasitics

= 2500 ppml°C (2.13)
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present at the both sides of the timing capacitor.

The emitter-coupled oscillator has performance similar to the grounded capacitor VCO in terms of

phase jitter. Lowjitter requires large voltage swing across thetiming capacitor, andsmall input-referred

noise at thebaseof switching transistors Qi andQ2. Unless a small on-chip capacitor is used for timing,

the requirements for low jitter and high- frequency capability are opposed to each other.The use of an

on-chip capacitor, however, gives rise to potential problems since parasitics may now be of the same

magnitude. Ring oscillators, the othertype of relaxation oscillators, alsouseon-chip capacitors for high

frequency operation and willbe discussed in thefollowing section.

2.4.2.3. Delay-based Ring Oscillator

Recendy ring oscillators havereceived considerable attention in high frequency PLLapplications

for clock synchronization and timing recovery,21•22*23»24 for they can provide very high frequency oscil

lation with rather simple digital-like circuits, which arecompatible with digital technology and therefore

suited for very large scale integration (VLSI), although the original applications were mainly inthe meas

urement of the switching speeds of the inverter gates for monitoring process parameters. As shown in

Figure 2.15, thering oscillator, with multiphase outputs (fo, (fe, ••• ,<)>#, is composed ofan oddnumber of

identical inverter stages which areconnected ina ring configuration to form a feedback loop. The delay

time of each inverter can be adjusted with an external voltage by varying either the currents or the RC

time constants associated with the logic transitions. Figure 2.16 shows an inverter cell, implemented in

CMOS technology, whose switching delay iscontrolled bythe input voltage V^ through the two current

sources usedto charge/discharge theparasitic capacitors at nodeX.

Being different from the grounded capacitor and emitter-coupled VCO, which use the timing capa

citor and controlled current sources to determine the oscillation frequency, the ring oscillator utilizes the

delay time associated with each inverter cell, inconjunction with thegain provided by inverters, tooscil

late between two logic states, "1" or "0", of the inverters. Actually, the ring oscillator is a degenerated

harmonic oscillator and its operation can be explained byreferring to the block diagram in Figure 2.7,

where A(s) corresponds to the effective gain stage, and p(s) represents the lumped delay stage to
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account for theresultant switching delay. More specifically,

A(s) = Ylai = ala2---aN
i=l

and

p(j) = e - = e^—— -----' (2.16)

where N is the number of inverter stages in the ring, andat and x,- are thegain anddelay time associated

with the i* inverter stage /,-, respectively. Assuming each inverter stage isideal and identical such that

a,- = -a and x,- = x, Equations (2.15) and (2.16)becomes:

sfjc,
= e-*(*i+'b+ ••• +1W)

A(s) = (-lfaN

and
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m = e-sNx (2.18)

From Equation (2.18) it becomes quite clear that since itsequivalent feedback network $(s) is nothing

buta delay line, which is an all-pass filter with linear phase shift, the ring oscillator can beregarded as a

harmonic oscillator with extremely low Q,and as aresult, does not have sinusoidal waveforms but square

waveforms instead. The frequency of oscillation can be found by substituting Equations (2.17) and

(2.18) into (2.3) to yield:

| [l +(-iy+l] +2nf0SCNx=2mn
where m - 0,1,2, • • •

Therefore, the oscillation frequency is:

(2.19)
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2m-i.[l +(-lf+1]
/-" 2tfx (220)

where m =0,1,2,- ••

It can be seen from the above equation that in order to insure that oscillation occurs, the number of

inverter stages constituting the ring must be an odd number, otherwise the circuit would be latched on to

either state and no oscillation can take place since/^ =0 for m - 0 when N is even. If N is an odd

number, the oscillation frequency can be expressedas:

J™= 2Nx ®2V)
where m = 1,2,3, • • •, andN = 1,3,5, • • •

Hence, the oscillation frequency is determined by the delay time of the inverterand number of inverter

stages. Because thedelay timex of theinverter stage is small, usually few nanoseconds orless, thering

oscillator, which use no off-chip components, can easily operate in the sub-GHz range. This very high

frequency capability, together with the simple circuit configuration, make the ring oscillator very com

petitive in GHz oscillator designs withcurrent veryhighspeed technology.

However, there are several drawbacks to the ring oscillator which must be taken into account

before being used inpractical applications. First, the oscillation frequency isvery sensitive totemperature

and power supply variations. This is due to the variations in parasitics caused by thechange in tempera

ture and power supply. Since the oscillation frequency is inversely proportional to the delay time, any

variation in delay time resulted from parasitics will entirely be reflected as the frequency variations.

Second, because of its dependence on the delay of each cell and thus the parasitics, the oscillation fre

quency is very sensitive to processing and cannot be controlled accurately. In practice, the difficulty in

modeling parasitics and lot-to-lot process variations give rise to the frequency inaccuracy. Without being

trimmed or locked into manyreference frequency by using a PLL, the ring oscillator is not suitable for

many applications where precise frequency control is needed. Third, even with accurate frequency con

trol, the ring oscillator may not oscillate at the desired frequency. As indicated in Equation (2.21), for

given N and x, the oscillation frequency can be odd harmonics of fundamental frequency l/(2/V*x), so
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called multimode oscillation.25 Therefore, precautions should be made in the design of the circuit to

prevent those undesired modes of oscillation from taking place, especially when number of invert stages

is large.

Finally, as in other broadband switching circuits, phase jitter is caused by thenoise modulating the

threshold levels in thecircuits. For example, referring toFigure 2.16, noise at theinverter input and node

X, which are mainly due toactive devices and high speed switching, are theprimary contributor of phase

jitter. One way to improve the phase noise is to increase thevoltage swings at critical nodes. The other

approach is to use large number of inverter stages to "smooth out" the variations in the period of the

oscillation. Bothmethods, however, are at theexpense of larger power consumption andlower operating

speed. In met, it is a rule of thumb thatby adding extracircuitry in eachinverter stage, all the disadvan

tages justmentioned can be improved with an increase in circuit complexity and decrease in operating

speed.

2.5. Summary

Afterreviewing thevarious types of VCO, it is worth comparing and summarizing their advantages

and limitations in terms of high frequency monolithic IC design. The LC-tuned orcrystal VCO have the

following advantages:

Superiorfrequency stability. This includes frequency stability with temperature, power supply, and

noise. The high Q of theLC-tank circuit and crystal makes theoscillation frequency insensitive to

those environmental effectson theactive devices employed. However, if a varactor diode withade

quate Q is used in place of the capacitor in the LC-tank, special compensation measures for the

varactor must be taken to preserve the stability with temperature.

• Good frequency accuracy control. Since the oscillation frequency is primarily determined by the

high Q tank circuit orcrystal, it can be setvery accurately. Although LC and varactor tuned oscil

lators are more suitable for higher frequency monolithic ICdesign than crystal oscillators, their fre

quency accuracy tends to deteriorate at high frequencies due to the fact that circuits with lower Q

are more sensitive to parasitics.
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• High frequency capability. This is normally limited notby the active devices but by the minimum

physical size of inductoror crystal,and package parasitics since the role of active elements is lim

itedto provide gain andtheassociated phase shifts can be neglected if a highQ tankcircuit is used.

Nevertheless, there are two major drawbacks:

• Not compatible with monolithic ICtechnology. Their frequency-setting elements, namely inductors

and crystals, are expensive and all external to the IC.

Limited frequency tuning range. Besides limited attainable frequency tuning range by an external

adjustment, usually less than few percent, a nonlinear relationship between control voltage and

oscillation frequency excludes someimportant applications, suchasFMdemodulation.

On the contrary, relaxation oscillators prevail in the category of:

• Compatible with monolithic IC technology. Only one (or none) timing capacitor isneeded. Itcan be

external tobemore flexible, orintegrated onthe chip if very high frequency oscillation is desired.

• Linear voltage-to-frequency control characteristic. Since frequency is normally proportional to a

current or voltage and inversely proportional totiming capacitor, frequency can bevaried linearly

over avery wide range. The exception is the ring oscillator whose frequency isvaried nonlinearly

over a wide range.

The limitations of relaxation oscillators, stemming from their ease of frequency tuning that ison the other

handthe majormerit of such oscillators, are:

Poor frequency stability. The frequency ofoscillation isvery sensitive to temperature, power sup

ply, and noise because switching delays are strongly dependent upon those environment factors and

become a large percentage of theoscillation period athigh frequencies.

Frequency inaccuracy. Accurate control of frequency ishampered by the switching delays, parasi

tics at the timing nodes, and the matching of on-chip components, which is the dominant term at

low frequencies. It becomes worse if an on-chip timing capacitor is used to obtain higher fre

quency operation.
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• High frequency capability. Again, switching delays are the primary limiting factors for high fre

quency capability. The ringoscillator seems to be the potential candidate for very high frequency

operation. However, the high frequency capability is notanindependent issue in general andmust

be resolved in conjunction with stability and accuracy of frequency when one attempts to extend

the applications to higher frequencies.

The preceding discussion suggests that by the marriage of the merits of the crystal oscillators,

beingthe excellent frequency accuracy and stability, and the merits of relaxation oscillators, being the

very wide andlinear frequency control characteristics andhigh frequency capability, it may be possible

to design a VCO capable of operating at up to several hundred MHz whilemaintaining frequency stabil

ity with temperature andwidedynamic range, provided that high fT transistors are used. This willbe dis

cussed in detail in the next chapter.



CHAPTER 3

CLOSED-LOOP VOLTAGE-CONTROLLED OSCILLATORS

3.1. Introduction

In Chapter 2 various VCO configurations were reviewed and compared for monolithic IC realiza

tion. It was found that a relaxation oscillator is preferred to a harmonic oscillatorin many applications

because it requires no inductor or crystal for frequency setting and has a wide frequency controlrange.

Furthermore,among the monolithicrelaxationoscillators, the emitter-coupledVCO is the most attractive

one due to the fact that it is a versatile building block that can operate at very high frequencies if high

speed devices and an on-chip timing capacitor are used to minimizeinternal switching delays and exter

nal parasitics. Nevertheless, its frequency stability with temperature, one of the most important require

mentsfor the VCO,deteriorates at high frequencies. Although there has been a considerable amount of

work directed to improve the temperature stability at high frequencies,3* 4»20»26 these temperature com

pensation techniques can achieve temperature coefficients of frequency less than ±100ppm/°C at oscilla

tion frequencies no more than 20 MHz. Such performance limits theuseof VCO's in many applications

suchas high-frequency PLL's,FMdemodulators, FSKdemodulators usedfordatacommunications, opti

caldatastorage systems, andtiming recovery inoptical fiber digital transmission systems.

In order to overcome the difficulties of compensating temperature-dependent switching delays and

parasitics at high frequencies, a novel VCO configuration with global feedback from theoutput oscilla

tion frequency to input control voltage is presented in this chapter. As will be shown, the feedback

approach notonly stabilizes the frequency with temperature, butalso improves thevoltage-to-frequency

linearity and frequency accuracy, which are also degraded at high frequencies due to switching delays

and parasitics. Although this technique is intended for stabilizing emitter-coupled oscillators, it can also

be applied to other oscillator configurations where precision, linearity, and temperature stability of fre

quency are required.

Before examining theproposed closed-loop VCO architecture, it is worth, at this point, clarifying

37
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the necessity andimportance of low TC of frequency for the VCO through the following questions: (1)

why a low TCoffrequency is important for the VCO, and (2) how low the TCoffrequency should be.

3.2. Requirement ofTC of Frequency for VCO

As described in Chapter2, a VCOis mainly usedin the transmitter or receivercircuitsof commun

ication systems. When employed in either case, the frequency stability of the VCO is essential since it

determines whether thedemodulation process in the receiver issuccessful Among various factors affect

ing thefrequency stability, temperature effects are the most prominent andtroublesome. A VCO with a

high TC of frequency can result in the failure of reception in communication, particularly in coherent

communication.27

This can bebestillustrated byusing the example of the VCO inPLL applications. With reference

tothe block diagram as shown inFigure 2.4, the output from a PLL system can beobtained either as the

voltage signal Vd(t) at the loop filter output, or asa frequency signal fout at the VCO output terminal.

The voltage signal is used in FM demodulator applications, whereas the frequency signal is utilized in

timing recovery applications. In.either case, it iscrucial that during the capture oracquisition process the

PLL must be able to acquire lock with the input signal starting with the free-running condition, before

any meaningful output is generated. For a successful acquisition in the capture process, the input fre

quency has tofall in the window asillustrated inFigure 3.1(a). The window, termed as the capture range

which isone of the important PLL design parameters, iscentered atthe free-running orcenter frequency

fe of the VCO with a width approximately equal to two times the bandwidth of the loop filter inFigure

2.4 28 The center frequency of the VCO (the VCO frequency when Vd =0) and loop filter bandwidth

should be carefully chosen to insure the loop will lock on the input frequency. However, the loop may

fail to acquire lock with the input frequency in the capture process at other temperatures. This is illus

trated inFigure 3.1(b), where the VCO center frequency drifts from fc to/c' when temperature changes

from Tx to T2 while the bandwidth of loop filter is assumed constant for simplicity. The failure of

acquisition during thecapture process results in the PLL feedback loop being essentially broken since the

frequency difference between the input and VCO frequency is beyond the the loop filter bandwidth and
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no negative feedback action can take place to drive the VCO frequency towards the input signal fre

quency. As a result, both voltage and frequency outputs generated from the VCO for this case are unre

latedto the input andaremeaningless. A VCO with a low TC of frequency is therefore required to attain

a constant capturerange for the PLL, regardless of temperature variations. Although this example shows

the necessity of a low TC for a VCO used in the PLL, the conclusion canbe readilyappliedto the VCO

in otherapplications. For instance, the frequency of the input signal in Figure 3.1 shouldhave a low TC

so that the acquisition is maintained even when environmental temperature changes. In other words, the

VCO used as transmitter to generate the input signal frequency is required to have the sameTC of fre

quency as required for the VCO in PLL applications.

The next question naturally raised is how low theTC of theVCO frequency should be. It is obvi

ous that the TC should be kept as low as possible. However, the upper bound of TC depends upon the

particular application. Stated more precisely, this is dictated by both thebandwidth of loop filter used and

expectedtemperature variation range during the operation of system.For example,if a PLL is usedas the

timing recovery circuit, theloop filter bandwidth orequivalent capture range is typically about 1% of the

VCO center frequency. Assume the PLLis operating in an environment where temperature is expected

in therange of -20°C to 100°C. This means that thecorresponding TC requirement for theVCO in this

particular application canbe approximately calculated as:

rC =f ^= [(100+°20)/21°C -*™»"K 0.1)
It is clear that the estimated TC is quite optimistic since the worst case, i.e., the initial frequency offset

betweenthe input andVCO free-running frequency is not equal to zero,hasnot been takenintoaccount.

In practice, the VCO is designed to have a TC half the calculated value in Equation (3.1) in order to

operate properly. For a PLL with a wide detection band such as used in FM demodulators, the TC

requirement can be relaxed somewhat but in general is still kept no higher than ±100 ppm/°C for the

worstcasedesign. In fact, this is a quite useful ruleof thumb for low TC VCO circuitdesign.

Although the precedingdiscussion about stabilityrequirements is focused on temperature effects, it

applies equally well to the stability requirements with respect to otherenvironmental variables such as
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power supply and process variations. Following the same argument in the temperature case, the require

ments of stability with power supply and process variations for the VCO can be found in a similar way.

In the light of the motivation attaininga low TC for the VCO, the next legitimate point at issue is to

investigate new VCO architectures to accomplish good frequency stability with temperature at high fre

quencies. This will be described in the next section.

33. Closed-loop VCO

All the relaxation VCO configurations that have been discussed so far can be topologicalry charac

terized as the open-loop VCO, see Figure3.2(a).
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In this approach, the frequency stability, voltage-to-frequency characteristic, and frequency accuracy of

theVCO are alldetermined by the intrinsic parameters, such as the reference voltages, charge/discharge

currents, and timing capacitor. Despite the excellent performance attained at low frequencies, such tech

niques are not appropriate for high frequency VCO design for the reason that once the oscillation fre

quencydeviates from the desired value,in terms of temperature drift,powersupplyvariations, nonlinear-

ity, or inaccuracy as a result of significant switching delays and parasitics, in no waycan anycompensa

tions bemade since there is no global feedback path between theinput control voltage and output oscilla

tion frequency. In addition to minimizing the switching delays and parasitics through the use of more

advanced technology, one solution to remedy theerrors occurring at highfrequencies is to employa glo

bal feedback loop around theinput control voltage and output frequency, resulting inaclosed-loop VCO.

Theblockdiagram of theclosed-loop VCO is shown inFigure 3.2(b). This is essentially a classical

negative feedback control system with a unique feedback element frequency-to-voltage converter (FVC)

which linearly converts the output frequency /o, with aconversion gain Ay, back to the voltage signal

Vfl, tocompare withtheinput control voltage V^ through anadder Z. If theVCO frequency differs from

the desired value due toany reason, the error voltage Vtrmr isamplified by the amplifier with a gain ofA

and is then used to drive the VCO frequency in a direction to minimize the error voltage, as a conse

quence of the negative feedback action. In the steady state, V^ is forced to be equal to V^ within a finite

error voltage which is needed to drive the amplifier and VCO. Inother words, /0 will be linearly propor

tional to ViH if a linearFVC is used, even if the core VCO exhibits control nonlinearities.

Quantitatively, theanalytic form governing f0 and VM is:

Ak

where kv is the VCO gain. Normally loop gain =Akvkf » 1, Equation (3.2) becomes:

/o =J-^ (3.3)

As indicated in Equation (3.3), if the loop gain is large enough, the feedback element FVC dictates the
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input-output characteristic of theclosed-loop VCO, independent of the parameters of thecomponents in

the forward path. Consequendy, the performance of the closed-loop VCO relies on that of the FVC,

rather than thecore VCO itself. For this reason, letusexamine the key element FVC before analyzing the

performance of the closed-loopVCO.

Two different approaches are used to obtain a linear frequency-to-voltage conversion. First, a PLL

such as shown in Figure 2.4 can accomplish the required conversion by locking on an input frequency

and producing an error voltage proportional to the frequency deviations of the input signal. However,

this method does not solve theexisting problem because thelinearity of conversion is dependent on the

linearity of theVCO used in thePLL. Ina word, such an approach is in vain since we literally shiftthe

problem of VCO nonlinearity associated with high frequencies from one VCO to another without funda

mentally eliminating it Although the PLL still acts as an FVC in a nonlinear fashion and can be included

in the closed-loop VCO to compensate temperature effects, it is our intention that the closed-loop VCO

must be capable of meeting both linearity and thermal stability requirements. The second approach is to

integrate a current pulse train with a period of T and fixed pulse width t0, which is generated through an

one-shot (monostable) circuit triggered by the input periodic signal fm, as illustrated in Figure 3.3. The

output of theone-shot circuit is used tocontrol the on-offof theswitch S, and therefore to settheaverage

current supplied to the integrator circuit The operation of the FVC is now briefly described as follows.

For each cycle, theswitch S is thrown atthe position asshown for a time interval of /0» determined by the

internal parameters of theone-shot circuit, to integrate constant current /0 through R-C network. Dur

ing the remaining of the cycle, S is setat the other position and the capacitor C discharges through R.

Assume that its ripple is much smaller than dc term, theoutput voltage Vout can be found by equating the

average currents enteringand leaving {heR-C integrator.
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Vo«=Im8R=kffin (3.4)

where kf=I0t0R

Therefore, the output voltage Vout of the FVC is linearly proportional to the input frequency fin with a

temperature-sensitive conversion gain since allthecircuit parameters /0,10,andR are generally tempera-
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tare dependent. Note that the frequency response and output ripple of theFVCare direcdy related to the

values of R and C. Unfortunately, both design considerations are in conflict with each other and a

trade-off is inevitable. This willbe discussed in detail in Chapter 4.

As a result, while the voltage-to-frequency characteristic of the closed-loop VCO can be made

linear by using a linear FVC, the oscillation frequency still remains uncompensated with temperature

since the conversion gain kf of the FVC is generally temperature dependent Therefore, theoscillation

frequency of theclosed-loop VCO would suffer from temperature instability asencountered in the open-

loopapproach, if no compensation scheme is employed in Figure 3.2(b).29

3.4. Temperature compensation

In this section, two different compensation techniques to yielda temperature-stable oscillation fre

quency for the closed-loop VCO are presented. As suggested in Equations (3.3), the oscillation fre

quency /o can be stabilized against temperature variations by means of either predistorting V^ in such a

way that it has the same dependence of temperature as the conversion gain kf of the FVC, or employing

an additional feedback loop surrounding the FVC tostabilize kf. Single-loop feedback isused inthe first

approach, whereas dual-loop feedback is usedin the second approach.

3.4.1. Single-Loop Feedback

The block diagram of the temperature-compensated VCO using single-loop feedback is shown in

Figure 3.4. The summer £ and gain stage in Figure 3.2(b) are replaced by the operational amplifier (op

amp) A. A multiplier n is used to perform therequired multiplication between V^ and theoutput of a

duplicate frequency-to-voltage converter FVC2 to piedistort theinput voltage applied to thenoninverting

inputof op ampA. Ideally the two FVC'shave thesame temperature behavior andhence their effectson

/o are neutralized since thermal drifts atthe inputs of opamp are of the same form and then are rejected

as common-mode signals.

Two references are needed in this approach: a frequency and voltage reference. To faithfully

reflect the temperature dependence of kf atthe output ofFVC2, a precise and stable reference frequency
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fRf which can be derived from thesystem clock if theVCO is integrated witha large system or from an

on-chip self-contained crystal oscillator otherwise, is needed atthe FVC2 input Derived from anon-chip

bandgap reference, a constant reference voltage V„f isessential because it provides the voltage scaling

constant for themultiplier. The predistorted voltage atthe noninverting input to theopamp is then:

(3.5)

which isalinear function ofkf and V^ with awell-defined proportional constant fRIVrif. For large loop

gain, theoscillation frequency / 0can be found by substituting Equations (3.5) into (3.3):

/o ="T7—/r (3.6)
ref

As desired, a linear dependence of frequency on input control voltage is attained to first order along with

a proportional constant independent of temperature, power supply, andparasitics andnonlinearities asso

ciated with the core VCO.

Note that the linearity of the VCO voltage-to-frequency characteristic depends not only on the

linearity of the FVC, but also on the linearity of the multiplier. However, as shown later, the offset
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voltagesof the multipliermust be kept low in order to minimizethe temperaturedrift of the VCO oscilla

tionfrequency. It is difficult for a multiplier to attain twoconflicting requirements simultaneously. Such

a designdifficulty leads to the otherapproach: thedual-loop feedback.

3.42. Dual-Loop Feedback

Figure3.5 showsthe blockdiagram of a closed-loop VCOwith a dual-loopfeedback.
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Figure 3.5 - VCO with dual-loop feedback

Toeliminate theuse of an analog multiplier to improve thelinearity andminimize theoffset voltages in

thecircuit, a reference loop, thereplica of thefirst loop (control loop), is usedto monitor andcorrect the

variations in the conversion gain kf of the FVC's due to temperature. It is interesting that both

approaches, single-loop and dual-loop feedback, require the use of precision, stable, voltage and
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frequency references. However, anFVC whose conversion gain can be adjusted through a second input

voltage, different from the FVC used in the single-loop feedback, is required in the dual-loop feedback

configuration. The implementation of this type of FVC will be presented in the next chapter.

The operation of the control loop is similar to the single-loop feedback configuration in that the

oscillation frequency of the uncompensated VCO is forced to be linearly proportional to the control vol

tageVm through negative feedback actionof op ampA u andthe linear frequency-to-voltage characteris

tic of FVC x. The thermal driftof theFVCis stabilized through thereference loopconsisting of FVC2, op

amp A2, reference voltage V^ and frequency fR. Any temperature-induced drift in FVC2 is amplified

by A2and negatively fed back to adjust kf in both FVCs in a direction to make Vc constant (equal to

V^), while a stable reference frequency fR is provided to the input of FVC2. By applying the same

adaptive biasvoltage VB to FVC xin thecontrol loop, a temperature-stable FVCis achieved andtherefore

a linearly voltage-controlled, temperature-compensated frequency is available at the output of the core

VCO.

It should be pointed out thattemperature compensation for the FVCs is accomplished in therefer

enceloop, outside the signal path, and hence the input signal is notaffected by the presence of the tem

perature compensation circuits in the reference loop. Its importance will become clear when the fre

quencyresponse for the closed-loop VCO is discussed in Chapter 4.

To provide an insight into the important factors of lowTC andhigh linearity, theTC of theclosed-

loop VCO frequency is determined analytically in thenext section. It willalso be used as a guidance in

the later circuit design phase to minimize the errors from various sources.

3.5. Effects of Nonideal Components

Several error sources affect theVCO performance in temperature stability. Practically, theoscilla

tion frequency drifts with temperature dueto temperature effectsof theopampfinite gain, offset voltages

in the circuit, imperfect tracking between FVCs, and temperature drift of reference voltage and fre

quency. As will be shown later, the drift of offset voltages and references are the dominant contributors

to the VCO drift with temperature if the op amp is designed with a moderate gain. As far as the linearity
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and precision of the oscillation frequency are concerned, offset voltages and the reference voltage turn

out to be the limiting factors for the VCO performance. Since all the error terms are quite small com

pared to the signal level, the individual effect of differenterror sourcescan be consideredindependently.

Therefore, for simplicity, one error source is taken intoconsideration at a timein the following analysis.

The total VCO drift is then the summation of each component contributed from the corresponding error

source. The following analysis is for the dual-loop feedback VCO but can be applied to the single-loop

feedback VCO as well.

35.1. Op Amp Offset Voltages

Figure3.6 showsthe blockdiagram of a closed-loop VCO with offseterrors in the op amps.Each

op ampis assumed idealexcept thatan offset voltage Vos is present and in series withits input TheTC

canbe analyzed by first obtaining therelationship between theoscillation frequency /0 andinput control

voltage Vfo. In the control loop, the output of FVC Yis forced equal to the inputvoltage minus the vol

tage Vosl of the op amp A x:

Vin^kflf0+Vos,i (3.7)

where kfX - conversion gain of FVCX

Similarly, for the reference loop:

VV=Wa+vcw.2 (3.8)

where kf2- conversion gain of FVC2

Assume that two FVCsare identical except that kf xand kf2are inproportion, i.e.

*/2=**/i (3.9)

Here k is ideally a dimensionless constant independent of temperature andvoltage, andis normally setby

the geometrical ratio of resistors and transistors. The introduction of k is important because thecontrol

andreference loop canoperate in different frequency ranges by properly setting such a scaling constant.

Substituting Equations (3.9)and (3.8)into(3.7)yield:
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fo = k/R
Vin-Vos.1

Vnf ~ Vosa
(3.10)

Normally offset voltages V^ and Vos^ are much smaller than V^ and Vnf. Therefore Equation (3.10)

can be simplified as:

fo-kfR{-^)
ref

1 ^0Stl Vosq
vlK ref

(3.11)

It can be seenfrom Equation (3.11) thatf0 is still linearly dependent on V^, butdeviates from the ideal

value ofkfR (——) because of thepresence of offset voltages in theopamps, as indicated by thesecond
Vref

and third terms in the bracket. The effectof offset voltages on the frequency inaccuracy can be minim

ized by either reducing the inherent op amp offset voltages or increasing theinput andreference voltage
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The TC of frequency can now be derivedby usingEquations(2.1) and (3.11):

/o & VM
1 av.,4

Vos.i dT

assuming othervariables except V0Sl and Vos^ are heldconstant with respect to temperature. Equation

(3.12) shows that the TC of each op amp offset voltage, the term in each bracket, weighted by the

"offset-to-signal ratio" contributes direcdy to the TC of theclosed-loop VCO. It is clear that, if the op

amps are implemented in Si-bipolar technology, their effects on the VCO drift can be minimized by

boosting the ratioof signal voltage at theop ampinputto theop ampoffsetvoltage, as in thecase of fre

quency inaccuracy, since the TC of offsetvoltages due to the mismatch of components is equal to — at

the absolute temperature T°K. For example, for T= 3G0°K, V0S = 5mV, and V/n = 500mV, the

corresponding TCcontribution from each opamp is 33ppm/°C. Thus, in theworst case, themagnitude of

TC for the VCO canbeestimated tobeabout 70ppm/°C from offset voltages alone, if each opamp con

tributes equally.

332. Op Amp Finite Gain

The block diagram ofa closed-loop VCO with errors due to thefinite gain of the opamp is shown

in Figure 3.7. Each op amp is ideal butrequires a finite voltage across its inputs to drive the VCO and

FVCs. Since the op amp gain is finite and temperature dependent, theVCO oscillation frequency varies

with temperature asa result ofdeviations inkf 's.

1 wtosa.

'osa. dT
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(3.12)

The analysis issimilar tothe one aforementioned In fact, by replacing V0Stl and Vos;i in Equation

/o . VL
1*V /12

J 0 a

(3.11) with and ——, respectively, one can obtain the oscillation frequency /0 as:
AiKv A~
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ref
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(3.13)

where Si-open loop gain of control loop =Axkfikv

if each loop has a large butfinite open loop gaia Although both Equations (3.11) and (3.13) areof the

same form, the finite gain ofop amps affects not only the frequency accuracy but also the linearity of/ 0.

As indicated in Equation (3.13), the finite gain A2in the reference loop causes the firequency todepart

from the desired value by afixed percentage of B,while the finite gain of the op amp in the control
A2Vrtf

loop, thus finite Slt gives rise to the nonlinearity error off0 through the conversion gain kv, which is

generally nonlinear andvoltage dependent. Both absolute and nonlinearity errors can, however, beeffec

tively reduced by increasing thegain of the op amps. Forexample, the inaccuracy due to the reference
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loop can be kept lower than 0.1% if A2 is 1000 or more, provided that VB~Vr^. Similarly, since the

effects of nonlinearities of the components in the forward path of the control loop on the oscillation fre

quency /o is reduced by the open loop gain,28 anonlinearity of 20% in the core VCO, for example, will

cause approximately anonlinearity ofonly .02% for/0, if op amp Arhas again of 1000 and kflkv =1.

It canbe shown that,by differentiating Equation (3.13) with respect to temperature, the TC of fre

quency is:

VB
TC--( —)KA2Vr/

1 dA2 1

+*7
"i aA/

**
1 dkv

A2 dT Ai dT kv dT
(3.14)

The first term on the right hand side of Equation (3.14)represents the contribution from the drift of finite

op amp gain in the reference loop, whereas the second and third terms account for the drift of op amp

gain A xand drift of conversion gain ky of thecoreVCO, respectively. Again, theireffects on the TC of

frequency canbe reduced by increasing theopenloopgain forboth loops. In practice, AltA2, andkv are

functions of resistances or parasitic capacitances, which normally haveTC's of several thousand ppm/°C.

In otherwords, according to Equation (3.14) each term contributes only a few ppm/°C if both loops are

designed with open loop gain of 1000 or more. Therefore, the effect of op amp finite gain is aboutan

order of magnitude smaller than theeffect of opampoffset voltages. Notethatlarge open loopgain can

onlyreduce theeffectsof errors in the forward path butnotin the feedback path. As shown below, errors

in the feedback path willbe entirely reflected attheoscillation frequency of theclosed-loop VCO.

333. Imperfect Tracking Between FVCs

So far the tracking betweenFVCs in the reference andcontrol loop hasbeen assumed perfect; the

ratio, k, of the corresponding conversion gain kf'sisconstant with temperature and other factors. Rather

than constant, k may,however, be temperature dependent due to thethermal gradients across thechip, or

the mismatch between devices caused by the limited resolution of the lithography and process-related

gradients on the die. The effects of mismatch between FVCs on the linearity andTC of/0 are now

evaluated.
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Figure 3.8 shows a block diagram of the closed-loop VCO with errorsdue to the imperfect tracking

between FVCs. To model the effect, kfX andkf2 are assumed to have different TCs, whereas every

thing else is ideal The oscillation frequency is:

Jo-t—vtt—Jr)
*/2 W

(3.15)

The accuracy of/0 is related to the accuracy of the ratio of Ay xto kf2, which in turn depends on the

degree to which two passive components on the same die can be matched.
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Figure 3.8 - Imperfect tracking effects

*ffl

Therefore, the mismatch causes only inaccuracy in the oscillation firequency but not the nonlinearity

error, if each FVCis ideally linear. Typically a mismatch of less than 0.5% at3 a overprocess variations

can be achieved with current technology if components withlarge geometry are used. Inother words, the

mismatch between FVCs contributes about the same order of inaccuracy to/0 asoffestvoltages.
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The TC of/o can be obtained from Equation (3.15) as:

_ 1 dkfi 1 dkf2

rc=^ir-*)r# (3-16)
Although it issimply the TCs difference inkfLand kf2t the TC offrequency cannot beestimated easily

because the thermal gradient on the die is a complex function of layout, power consumptions, package,

and so on, and is difficult to model accurately. To minimizethe effects of imperfect tracking, two FVCs

should be carefully laid out close to each other,particularly the crucial elements, and located on the isoth

ermal lines, if possible. The often-used common centroid layout techniquecan be also applied to reduce

the effects of both thermal and process-related nonuniform gradients to certain degree. With careful lay

out, the TC of /o due to the imperfect trackingbetweenreference and control loop should be less than a

few tens of ppm/°C.

3.5.4. Nonideal Voltage and Frequency References

The voltage and frequency references used in the reference loop provide the precision and tem

perature stability for/ 0. In reality, both Vref and/ 0aretemperature dependent Since a crystal oscillator

can produce precisely the desired oscillationfrequencywith a very low TC, as discussed in Chapter 2, the

voltagereferencecircuit usuallylimits the attainable precision and stabilitywhich the reference loopcan

furnish. This can be seen from the following equations for/0 and its TC.

Interchanging the roles ofkfl and kf2 with the roles offR and V„f inEquations (3.15) and (3.16),

one has:

/o = (~-)^ (3.17)
*V

and

1 dfR i dVref

The accuracy off0 is limited by the accuracy of Vref through Equation (3.17), while the TC off0 is

directly connected to the TC of Vref as indicated in Equation (3.18). The precision of Vref relies on the
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matching of transistors and resistors, and on the modeling of temperature dependence of device parame

ters such as VBE. Normally V^ can beaccurate within 1% without tramming orexternal adjustment As

for theTC of Vrtft it depends on thevoltage reference circuitry employed. If a first order bandgap refer

ence is used to generate V^, a TC on the order of ±40 ppm/°C can beacquired. Compared with other

sources of temperature drift, this is a significant component Better TC performance is possible by means

of laser trimming, or using a higher order bandgap reference.30*31

As a result, the typical TC of/0 due to the temperature variations of nonideal references is several

tens of ppm/°C, mainly from the voltage reference. Since a crystal oscillator can provide a very stable

frequency reference, efforts should be concentrated on the design of the precision, temperature-stable

voltage reference to minimize the effects of nonideal references.

3.6. Summary

Clearly, thepurpose of using closed-loop VCO configurations is two fold. While theoscillation fre

quency is thermally stabilized through the use of the feedback loop, alinear voltage-to-frequency charac

teristic is also achieved regardless of theinherent nonlinearity of the core VCO, if an ideal FVC is used to

perform linear frequency-to-voltage conversion. The reference loop used inthe dual-loop feedback VCO

monitors the variation of the FVC conversion gain kf with temperature, process, and parasitics, and then

corrects the resultant errors . As aconsequence, astable and well-defined kf is obtained. This is particu

larly important for high frequency design because in practice, without the reference loop, kf cannot be

predicted accurately. Even if itcan be found through computer simulations, kf might deviate from the

designed value due toprocess variations and parasitics. Since the use of the reference loop allows users

to precisely define the desired kf through reference voltage and frequency, the stability, linearity, and

accuracy of oscillation frequency can beachieved simultaneously with closed-loop architectures.

This compensation technique can beapplied toaoscillator which needs improvements in the stabil

ity, linearity, oraccuracy of frequency. For example, the high frequency ring oscillator discussed in the

previous chapter fells into this category. The ring oscillator allows very high frequency operation but

requires stability with temperature and power supply inmost practical applications, and good linearity if
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usedin FM demodulators. These problems can be eliminated by using the closed-loop architecture. Note

thatalthough the feedback element FVCdetermines the performance of theclosed-loop VCO, theattain

able frequency range of the closed-loop VCO is dependent upon the oscillation frequency range of the

ring oscillator. Therefore, thering oscillator must bedesigned to have a large frequency control range so

that it would accommodate the oscillation frequency range imposed by Equation (3.17) over a certain

specified range of VM. Amongother veryhighfrequency oscillators whichmay require compensation is

theemitter-coupled oscillator using parasitic capacitors as thetiming capacitors. This has thepotential of

high speed operation above 1 GHz through the use of small parasitic capacitances to maximize the

operating speed.32 For such an oscillator, compensation is necessary because of the nonlinearity and

strong temperature dependence of the parasitic capacitances which areused fortiming.

The success of closed-loop VCO architectures is eventually hinged on the performance of pivotal

elements, the FVC andop amp. The FVChas to be capable of operating at high frequencies with good

linearity. The design of the FVC will be given in Chapter 4. On the other hand, the major limitation of

theclosed-loop VCO is thatit requires a highspeed op ampin thecontrol loopto attain a widebandwidth

when the VCO is modulated by an input signal. Therefore, the useful modulation bandwidth of the

closed-loop VCO is generally less than thatof its counterpart open-loop VCO. For similar reasons, the

jitter of the closed-loop VCO is not improved compared to the open-loop VCO. In fact jitter originates

primarily in the core VCO.



4.1. Introduction

CHAPTER 4

INTEGRATED CIRCUIT REALIZATION

As a test vehicle to demonstrate the feasibility of the closed-loop VCO architecture, a prototype

basedon the dual-loop feedback configuration described in Chapter 3 has been designed. The main tar

gets in the design of a prototype were to achieve a TC of frequency less than ±100 ppm/°C and good

linearity at oscillation frequencies higher than 100 MHz with the circuit operating from a single 5-V

power supply. Also, the modulation bandwidth of the VCO should be at least 10 MHz when used in PLL

receivers in applications such as demodulation of video signals from a 70MHz carrier in satellite com

munication. This chapter details thedesign of the prototype, including both the system and circuit design

levels.

42. System Level Design

In the preceding chapter, we discussed the performance of the closed-loop VCO architecture,

including the TC of frequency and the linearity of the voltage-to-frequency characteristic. The factors

which limitthe performance in eachbuilding block were also examined. However, those considerations

were concentrated on the static situation. For the closed-loop VCO, which is a feedback system, we

should further explore the dynamic behavior since it requires some unique design considerations, such as

the loopstability, speedof response, andrippleeffects, which areabsentin theconventional VCO. In this

section, we analyze the dynamic response of the control loop and then specify therelated parameters in

order to satisfy the requirements imposed by applications. These parameters, specified in the static or

dynamic case, will betaken into account inthe design ofthe closed-loop VCO prototype.

Asdiscussed in Chapter 3, the VCO with dual-loop feedback is superior to the VCO with single-

loop feedback due to the difficulty of designing a linear analog multiplier with a low offset voltage.

Therefore, the VCO prototype adopts the dual-loop feedback configuration. Since the reference loop is

primarily for temperature compensation, only the dynamics of control loop areanalyzed The result can

58
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be, however, extended to the reference loop to find thestability condition, as wellas others if necessary.

4.2.1. Loop Dynamic Response

Let us first consider the control loopas shownin Figure4.1.

d> B

i—*£--
cint

One-shot

<r M
R

HVW

VCO
o

out

Figure 4.1 - Control loop schematic

Thisis basically identical to thecontrol loop shown in Figure 3.5except that the conceptual FVCis now

replaced by its actual realization, which consists of a one-shot section, current switch section, and R-C

filtering section, as illustrated in Figure 3.3. Note that theintegrating capacitor C^ instead of shunting

the inverting nodeof theop amp as suggested byFigure 3.3,is connected between theoutput andinvert

inginput of theop amp to actas an active lowpassintegrator by taking advantage of theopampwhich is

already present in the loop. The various waveforms in the control loop of the closed-loop VCO are

shown in Figure4.2. It turnsout thattheequation governing thedynamics of the loop, i.e., the outputfre

quency fout and input control voltage Vin, is a nonlinear difference equation and can only be solved
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numerically. This is detailed in Appendix 1.

Inorder toobtain insight into theoperation of the loop and overcome themathematical difficulties,

some approximations have to be made to obtain a simplified analytic form forfout in terms of Vin and

other parameters. This is important because the effect of each parameter can beunderstood and taken into

consideration in the circuit design phase. If the op amp is initially assumed ideal, then the equations



describing the dynamics of the loop in Figure4.1 are:

and

C**^(Vl-Vh)+/ia:-X

\vxdt
foia-^VVl =ky—•

jdt
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(4.1)

(42)

where vf is the average value of vx andkv is the VCO gain.

If themaximum inputfrequency is much less than theVCO oscillation frequency foutt Equation (4.1) can

be approximated as:

Cua ^"(V1* " Vi.) +I0 tOfout =-j^" (4.3)

Combining Equations (4.2) and (4.3) and now including the finite opamp gain A2(^), weobtain the loop

dynamic equation in the frequency domain:

The term '!"" inEquation (4.4) accounts for the finite voltage across the inputs of the opamp. The

loop transfer function then is:

fc

sCi 1 +

fo

1

Ai(s)
J

tr MKy

v„-
fc

A i(s)kv

1

1 +
1

Ax(s)kvkf

where kf=I0t0R

Therefore theloop has a feedforward zero, ——, and asingle pole,
RC;„,

+ ^Otofout~'

l+sC^R

+ s 1 +
Ax(s)

Rd

kvkV*f

(4.4)

(4.5)
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kykr

for infinite op amp gain. If the zero is removed by intentionally introducing a poleat the inputthrough

another capacitor with the same capacitance as CM shunting the noninverting node of the op amp, the

-3-db bandwidth (also called the modulation bandwidth) of theclosed-loop VCO can be made large by

choosing a small time constant RCint and large kfkv. Unfortunately, in practice the modulation

bandwidth is limited by the stability requirement and finite gain-bandwidth product of theop amp, and

ripple at the input of the core VCO. The limitation on the modulation bandwidth due to the stability

requirement andripple will be discussed in the following sections. We now examine theeffect of limited

op amp gain-bandwidth product

Consider anopamp whose gain transfer function contains twodominant real poles

Ai(*)=—r1—t <4-7>
(1 +-£-)(!+—)

p\ Pi

Where A0is the low-frequency gain of the op amp

Substituting Equation (4.7) into (4.6) yields:

where

/o *+iC*
vin b0+ bis+b2s2+b3s3

(4.8)

*"-/"»+w' (48a)
*,= •*i

Cint Pl+P2-rL+ . ,/— (4.8b)
kv A0kvRpiP2

bz ~T~L + a i d (4-8c)Aokvpxp2 A0kvRpxp2
Q.

^3=7-rJ2f (4-8d)
A0KvPiP2

If A0» 1,p !»p2» andtheloop is stable, thenEquation (4.8) can be simplified andrewritten as:
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(4.9)

(4.9a)

(4.9b)

(4.9c)

(4.9d)

Again, assuming that zero za is taken away by inserting a pole at the input and pa is the dominant pole,

the modulation bandwidth of the closed-loop VCO with a nonideal op amp is reduced by a factor of

1~ nr « compared to theideal case, where coM =A0pt =op amp gain-bandwidth product There-

fore, co„, also theopamp unity-gain frequency, should bemade much greater than associated with

the integrator section sothat the modulation bandwidth approaches the ideal value as indicated inEqua

tion (4.6). In addition, Equation (4.9) reveals that the low-frequency gain of the closed-loop VCO isalso

1reduced by a factor of 1 - due to the limitedlow-frequency gain of the op ampA0.
A(/Cykf

One may attempt to broadband the modulation bandwidth by decreasing the time constant RCM

according toEquation (4.9b). However, this also makes pa nolonger a dominant pole since pa~/7fc~cou,

and thus the effective bandwidth is less than predicted. To make matters worse, small RC^ could even

result in instability in the control loop, inaddition toa large ripple present at the op amp output which

willaffect the duty cycle of the VCO output waveform. We examine the stability requirement first
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4.2.2. Loop Stability

Thestability of the control loop of theclosed-loop VCO canbe determined by theRouth-Hurwitz

criterion used to find the necessary andsufficient condition that allroots of the characteristic equation lie

in the leftof the s-plane without actually solving for theroots.33 Applying Routh's test to thedenomina

torinEquation (4.8) produces thenecessary andsufficient condition that thecontrol loop is stable:

bxb2>b2bQ (4.10)

since all Vs, «=0,1,2,3 are positive. Again, assuming A0» 1 and px «p2» dien Equation (4.10)

becomes:

kfky 1 1

RC~<(l+ A n RC )(^+iF~) <4JL1>Kl'mt A0Pi/C C^ RCiM

Toattain a stable control loop, the relationship among the parameters in the opamp, FVC, and core

VCO as specified inEquation (4.11) must besatisfied. As a consequence, Equation (4.11) can beused as

a guide in the circuit design todetermine the range ofcertain parameters in the loop if others are known.

Forexample, the value of RC^ has a lower bound imposed by the loop stability requirement In com

parison ofEquations (4.11) with (4.9b), we see that the maximum attainable pa% if it is still the dominant

pole, is limited top2+ , where x^ is the corresponding minimum time constant RC^ for a stable
Tmn

loop. Loosely speaking, the modulation bandwidth is thereby limited by the gain-bandwidth product of

theopampif theopampis designed withp2 = A0p v

Thestability requirement for thereference loop can beobtained ina similar way. Figure 4.3 shows

the reference loop, which differs from the control loop in that the the adaptive bias voltage VB generated

by the opamp linearly controls themagnitude of the integration currents of FVCs inboth loops. Inaddi

tion, a constant reference frequency fR is fed to theone-shotwhose output then controls theduration of

integration in each cycle. The constant k provides a larger conversion gain for the reference loop which

normally operates in the lower frequency range than the control loop, as described in the previous

chapter.
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Figure 4.3 - Reference loop schematic

Obviously, if kv = 1 and/0 t0= kgRt0fR, then thecontrol loopandreference loopare equivalent

where gR represents the small signal gain of —. Therefore, the condition that the reference loop is
VB

stablecan be founddirectlyfromEquation (4.11):

kgRhfR ,, 1 l .
—; <(1+ 7-)(p2+—V)
Cm AqPiRCim RCm

(4.12)

ifopamp A2is identical to the opamp Axinthe control loop. Unlike the control loop, the reference loop

can use an integration capacitor C'M as large aspossible since there isno limitation on its bandwidth. As

a consequence, stability usually is not a concern for the reference loop. In fact, a large value of C'int

should beused tominimize the ripple voltage at the output ofthe integrator, which may alternate the duty

cycle of the VCO output waveform through the integration current inthe control loop.
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4.2J. Effects of Ripple on VCO Waveform

Because thecontrol loop is required to provide a wide modulation bandwidth insome applications,

such as the demodulation of FM video signals from a70 MHz IFcarrier in a satellite PLL receiver, it is

necessary to keep CM small enough to allow the desired signal passing through without attenuation to

modulate the VCO. In the mean time, there is a small ac ripple voltage superimposed on the ideally

desired VCO inputdue tothe small value ofC^ used. Although the oscillation frequency isnotaffected

bythe ripple and still exhibits the desired linear dependence on VM since only the average value at the op

amp output matters in determining frequency, the instantaneous charge/discharge currents in the core

VCOvary from onehalfcycle to theother due to thepresence of ripple, and therefore cause a fluctuation

in thedutycycleof the oscillation. We nowcalculate theduty cycle of theoscillation under theinfluence

of a smallrippleat the coreVCO input

For simplicity, we assume a constant control input Vfat and therefore a fixed output oscillation fre

quency. Referring to Figure 4.2, we can calculate the peak-to-peak ripple voltage Avx of the integrator

output by estimating the integration current during the time interval (t„tn +10) since vt(rB) =v !(rB+1) in

the steady state. Because the VCO oscillation frequency isnormally less than the opamp unity gain fre

quency, it can be shown that the current sourced by the opamp through CM in that time interval is

'«u=VoO-'o/o) (4.13)

Consequently, thepeak-to-peak ripple voltage attheinput ofVCO is:

Avj= (4.14)

Note that the ripple is also periodic with the same frequency as the VCO output Therefore, itspresence

does notinfluence theaverage of v lf and the consequent VCO oscillation frequency. However, theripple

does affect theaverage switching current in each halfcycle of the oscillation and this results in unsym-

metric VCO waveforms. For arelaxation oscillator such as described in chapter 2, theduty cycle of VCO

output is thus halftheratio of theaverage current in thehalfcycle of oscillation to theaverage current in

oneperiod of oscillation. More precisely, theduty cycleDv of theclosed-loop VCO is
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' 4
Dy £— (4-15)

where It is the average current in the timing capacitor of VCO, gm is the voltage-to-current conversion

gain for the VCO, and Aif is the peak-to-peak variation of It, since the integrator output waveform is

sawtooth-like. Substituting Equation (4.14) into (4.15) andusingIt - 2C,Vsf0 from Equation (2.9), we

obtain:

D7 =|±£€m,r (4.16)

kfky(l-t0fQ)
where zenor = J

tKl'utiJ 0

The second term in theright sideof Equation (4.16) represents the percentage deviation of theVCO duty

cycle from the ideal value 50%. For example, in the prototype closed-loop VCO, kfky =2,10 =2nS,

f o= 2QOMHz, R =2KQ, and Cint = 2Q pF, the corresponding ztmr is 3.7%. Computer simulations

show an error of 2% in the duty cycle of the closed-loop VCO using the above parameters. The reason

why the actual error in the duty cycle is less than predicted is thatat oscillation frequencies near the op

amp unity gain frequency, the ripple at the integrator outputis less than predicted by Equation (4.14) due

to the fall-off of theop amp gain. The duty cycle error can bereduced by choosing a larger value of C^

or decreasing kfky. Unfortunately, examination of Equations (4.9b) and (4.16) reveals that the duty

cycleerror zemr of theclosed-loop VCOis proportional to themodulation bandwidth of theclosed-loop

VCO, namely,

£em,r =̂ -(l-'o/o) (4.17)

Therefore, one has to trade the modulation bandwidth of the closed-loop VCO for the error in the duty

cycle of the VCO output waveform in applications where a precise 50% duty cycle is important One

example is the PLL using the analog multiplier as a phase detector. Any VCO duty cycle error will be

reflected as the phase error between the input signal and VCO output. To this end, the ripple should be
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kept low to minimize the phase error.

Equation (4.17) also shows that for a fixed modulation bandwidth, zerror is inversely proportional to

the VCO oscillation frequency. This,is due to the fact thatas/0 approaches the modulationbandwidth, it

is more difficult for the integrator, acted as a first-order low-pass filter, to distinguish the "signal" from

the ripple. To remedy this problem, a more sophisticated high-order low-pass filter may be used to attain

a sharper transition band,and in addition, to give more latitude in optimizing the modulation bandwidth

and ripple effects. However, this may cause loop stability problems because of the extra phase shifts

introduced into the loop.

In addition to the duty cycle error, the presence of ripple also affects the performance of the op

amp. Due to thelimited op amp gain, thevoltage at theinverting node of theopamp in Figure 4.1,v_, is

notconstant but has a small ripple on it If notdesigned carefully, theop amp maybe overloaded by the

ripple and thus operate in a nonlinear region. This will severely degrade the performance of the closed-

loop VCO due to the decrease of the opamp gain and the increase of the offset voltage. Such effects are

particularly prominent at higher frequencies. Computer simulations should be extensively used to help

determine the ripple voltage at thehigh oscillation frequencies. The design of the op amp to overcome

the input ripple willbe described later in this chapter. After examing the system level design issues, we

nowexamine circuit design, starting with thedesign of the frequency-to-voltage converter (FVC).

43. Frequency-to-Voltage Converter

This is an important part of the closed-loop VCO architecture since it dictates the linearity, high-

frequency capability, and the modulation bandwidth of whole VCO. We examined the relationship

between the modulation bandwidth and FVC parameters kf and RC^ in the preceding section. The limi

tations on the linearity andhigh-frequency capability of theFVCare addressed herein.

As discussed in Section 3.3of the preceding chapter, aside from anintegrator, the FVC consists of

anone-shot (monostable) circuit anda switched current source whose current /0 can be adjusted through

a voltage. The one-shot circuit generates a pulse train with fixed pulse width10 when triggered by theris

ing edges of a periodic input signal fM. The integration time of the current source is controlled by the
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duration t0 of the one-shot circuit output Figure 4.4 shows the realization of the FVC, excluding the

integrator.
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Figure 4.4 - Simplified circuit schematic of FVC

The current switching section is nothing buta high speed emitter-coupled differential pair consisting of

transistors Qw and Q34, and a current source whose current 70is controlled by the adaptive bias voltage

VB generated in the reference loop. Note that Qi3-QM is a duplicate differential pair of transistors

Qsi~Q 82 m the one-shot section, and hence the output currentfor integration Ilt takenfrom the collector

of Q83. is simply the replica of the current in thecollector of Q81, /C81. However, this is necessary since

7C81 is notavailable for integration, arising from its being in theregeneration loopof the one-shot section.

Ideally, Ix is switched alternatively between 0 and 70 with the same turn-on time t0 as Qn, which is

determined solely by theone-shot section. In other words, two important parameters for theFVC, I0 and
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fo,aredeterminedby the currentswitching and one-shotsections,respectively. We now focus on the one

shot section since it actuallydictatesthe linearity and high-frequency capability of the FVC.

The one-shotsection shownin Figure 4.4 is a well-known emitter-coupled monostable multivibra

tor.34 This is essentially a positive feedback circuit which contains one stable state and one quasi-stable

state. When triggered by theexternal signal f^ thecircuit is excited to thequasi-stable state through the

regeneration. It remains in its quasi-stable state for a period of time tQ before it returns to its original

stable state to complete one cycle of the transition. Let us assume that ittakes finite time tSQ and t^ for

the circuit to make transitions from the stable state to the quasi-stable state and vice versa, respectively.

The pulse width r0 can then be approximated as the sum of tQ and average value of tSQ and tg^. Before

estimating the parameter t q, let us first examine theoperation of thecircuit

Transistors Qsi and Qi2 convert the differential voltage VA - VB across their bases to signal

current in the collector of Q81 when the regeneration takes place, while the resistors R81 and R^ are used

as the load toattain enough loop gain. Transistors Q85 and Q86 form the emitter follower toaccomplish

the level shift and feedback from the collector of Q81 to the base ofQ82. The base of Q81 isbiased at a

voltage of Vfl lower than the base voltage of g82, through the biasing circuitry consisting of transistors

287 and Qgg, resistors RS3 and A^, and current source Q9l. The voltage VR, derived from an on-chip

bandgap reference voltage through Q9l and #83, should be chosen large enough so that the residual

current inQ81 is negligible compared tothe tail current of the differential pair QSl-Q &when the circuit

is in its stable state. This is important because any residual current will bereflected toIx and results in

errors in the frequency-to-voltage conversion. On the other hand, if VR is too large, the circuit either

never has the chance tobeexcited toitsquasi-stable state when triggered by the external signal, orstays

in the quasi-state for a very short of time with differential pair Q81-Q 82 never being fully turned on or

turned off. In either case, the conversion gain kf of the FVC is gready reduced, and this literally makes

the closed-loop VCO architecture futile because of lack of the loop gain. Note that a leakage current of

less than 0.1% of the tail current can be attained if the differential voltage at an emitter-coupled pair

exceeds Vrlnl000 - 180mV. In the prototype, VR is set to about 200mV.
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Q81 andQ83 are normally off and essentially conduct zero currents for a large V^. As theinput fM

rises rapidly (the rising edge of theVCO output) to turn on Q81 through theon-chip MOS capacitor C81,

Qk is turned off quickly asa result of regeneration action. Q83 and Q81 remain conducting currents for

only a finite time tQ because the base of QMis connected to V+ through the resistor R82. Therefore VB

will rise with a time constant (tf81 +J?82)C82, and when it approaches VA within a small voltage Va

where theopen loop gain is unity, aregeneration will take place, turning Q81 off and eventually returning

the monostable multivibrator to itsinitial state. Cn is another on-chip coupling capacitor to insure high

frequency operation.

Referring to the waveforms of the one-shot circuit as shown inFigure 4.5 and neglecting the transi

tion times tSQ and tQS,

H h- RA

H M

tSQ-H MqH h-tqs

Time

Figure 4.5 - Waveforms of one-shot circuit

tQ canbe approximated as
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'fi = C^ 81 +^82)^82 m
AV

V* + V
(4.18)

o

where AV=IC9o (R$i 11 #82)and/C90 w //i* f<«7 current in the current source Q90

Therefore, to the first order, t0 is linearly proportional to the valueof C82 and related to VR through the

log function. For the prototype, R81 =R82 =500 Q, Cgjs 1.5 PF, VR =200 mV, /C90 = 1.5 mA, and V0

=60 mV, the calculated tQ is 0.95 nS, being a good agreement withtheresult of circuit simulation pro

gram SPICE.35 We now have to include tSQ and t^ to complete the estimation of fq. It is very difficult to

get an analytic form similar to Equation (4.18) for each transition time because of nonlinearities of the

active devices involved in the transient Therefore, approximations have to be used to simplify the

analysis. Notethat tSQ is onlyrelated to thewaveform of theinput f^ since thetimeconstant associated

with the node A is small compared with the rise time fa of the input as a result of the low impedance

seen looking into the diode Q8g and emitter follower Q87. In other words, VA can follow thechange of

fin instandy. Therefore, tSQ isrelated to tR and can beapproximated as

'«2=-y- (4.19)

if we assume the regeneration occurs at the middle point of the transition. On the other hand, tgjs is

involved with thewaveform of VB after theregeneration take places, and hence can beexpressed as

2
'cs=— (4.20)

where tM is the rise time for the waveform VB. Combining Equations (4.18), (4.19), and (4.20), we

obtain

t0 =xlnK+-ff +!f (4.21)
AV

where K - — — and x= (R 81+R 82)C82. Computer simulations shows that fa-ti^-lnS and t0
vr + v a

is approximately equal to 2 nS. In order to keep t0 a constant at different input frequencies to achieve a
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linear frequency-to-voltage conversion, a constant rise time fa is therefore essential for the FVC. This

can be accomplished by inserting a high-speed differential gain stage between the core VCO and FVC to

equalize the VCO output rise time before triggering the FVC.

The linearity of the FVC is limited by two different mechanisms. At low input frequencies, it is

limited by the leakagecurrentof / xwhich is a significant partof the signal current At high frequencies,

the linearity is degraded due to the fact that both waveforms VA and VB do not have enough time to settle

to the same values attained at low frequencies, causing the variations in both t0 and /0, or equivalently

the conversion gain kf. To minimize the linearity error, r0 should be kept low while maintaining a con

stant product of I010 to the extent that the high frequency capability of transistors are not significantly

degraded, in addition to reducing the residualcurrent

As for the high-frequency capability of the FVC, again, t0 is the pivotal parameter. The maximum

attainableinput frequency for an FVC is

J injnax "~ 7>I \4~^4/

because when the half cycle of the inputsignal is less than f0,the negative goingedges may prematurely

trigger the regeneration, and therefore shorten the time elapsed inthe quasi-stable state tQ. Asaresult at

high frequencies thepulse width /0 is notconstant with theinput frequency but instead tracks theperiod

/ R
of input In other words, theoutput of theFVCapproaches aconstant valueof -~- at high frequencies.

The behavior of the FVC with f^ is illustrated in Figure 4.6. The decline in the output voltage at high

frequencies is due to the same mechanism that causes the linearity error in the frequency-to-voltage

conversion at high frequencies as described above.

4.4. Operational Amplifier

The op amp playsa very important rolein theclosed-loop architecture since the performance of the

compensated VCO, including the TC of frequency, linearity of frequency control characteristic, and

modulation bandwidth of the input control signal, are direcdy connected with the op amps used in the
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feedback loops. As aresult, a high performance opamp isneeded toachieve a moderate low-frequency

gain (>60 db),very high unity-gain frequency, adequate phase margin (>60°), and low input offsetvol

tage. Inaddition, the opamp should be simple, not taking too much power and chip area. The preceding

requirements for the opamp lead to theuse of a double-cascode single-stage configuration with continu

ous time common-mode feedback. Figure 4.7 shows the simplified circuit of the op amp. The SPICE

simulation shows that an open-loop gain of 61 dB, unity-gain frequency /„ =250 MHz, and phase mar-

gin <j>M = 80°areattained forthe op amp.

The operation of theop amp is described as follows. In order to achieve a gain more than 1000 in

one stage, double-cascode pnp current sources Q„, Q&, £29. and Q30 are used as active loads. How

ever, nodifferential to single-ended conversion is allowed because of thepoor frequency response of pnp

transistors. For thisreason, the op amp outputs have to be taken differentially, and therefore a common-

mode feedback circuit is needed to help define the common-mode voltages at thehigh impedance nodes

at thecollectors of 2 25 - Q28- A simple, all-npn transistor common-mode feedback circuit, composed of
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Figure 4.7 - Circuit diagram of op amp
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transistors Qx - Q39 and resistors R25 - R^ can provide fast settling time for the common-mode vol

tage, which iswell defined ata voltage Vcom such that the current /C39 inQ39 is twice the bias current 72i

ifall base currents are neglected and all pnp transistors are identical. R25 and R^ are used to extend the

linear range of common-mode feedback circuit

Similarly, emitter degeneration resistors R^ and R^ provide enough room to accommodate the

ripplepresentat the op amp input especially for the VCO witha wide modulation bandwidth. The low-

frequency gain of the op amp can be written as28
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where gm23 = —- andro27 =—=.
vt *czi

since the current gain PVB and Early voltage VAtVH for /u?n transistors are normally much greater than

their pnp counterparts, |3/M¥, and VA<pnp. Note that the parasitic capacitances atthe high impedance nodes

serve as the compensation capacitances and, along with the high impedance, give rise to the first dom

inant pole at

Pi°B rl r ^
where C^is the base-collector capacitance of Q^

since CR of pnp ttansistor is typically several times C^ or the collector-substrate capacitance Csb of the

high-frequency npn transistor. Assuming the single-pole roll-off, the unity gain frequency of the opamp

can be found

f =^L =J &n23
Ju 2n 2n(l+gm2iR23)CvXJ (4,25)

The second dominant pole originates in the input stage Q23-Q2A with a form of

P2= 77^ (4.26)
T 4- R ft

where Rx- r^H TTTZ—d—T »r*23 =-2SLt and rb73 is the base resistance of Q^
U+^m23«23) &i»23

For the transistor with anfT of several GHz, the corresponding p2 is typically above 1GHz. Therefore,

Equation (4.25) is a good approximation for theopamp /„.

The offset voltage of theop amp can be reduced by replacing each input transistor with five identi

cal transistors of minimum emitter size without significandy sacrificing the frequency response of the op

amp. The differential outputs of the op amp are connected to the inputs of the core VCO through two

stage emitter followers.
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4.5. Emitter-Coupled Oscillator

As the powerhouse of the prototype VCO, a high frequency emitter-coupled oscillator (ECO) is

employed to provide both wide frequency controlrange and high frequency oscillation up to several hun

dred MHz. Figure 4.8 shows its circuit schematic.

CC

R14< R15;

Uu Q?h

©l2 I

© II

Figure 4.8 - Emitter-coupled oscillator schematic
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V

FVC,
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This ECO operates in thesame way as theconventional ECO shown in Figure 2.13 except thatinstead of

using clamping diodes, the voltage swing across the timing capacitor Ct is held constant by adding an

emitter-coupled pair23-fi4 to insure that the voltage drop across the load resistors RxandR2in either

astable state does notvary with charge/discharge currents. With such anconfiguration, thevoltage swing

can be made small to attain high frequency operation at low power consumption. Although it can be

implemented onchip, the timing capacitor C, isexternal to the prototype for test purposes. Resistors R3
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and R4, both small resistances of 100 Q, are needed toguarantee oscillation, otherwise theoutput maybe

latched to oneof theastable states. Neglecting the switching delay and parasitic capacitances, theoscil

lation frequency of theECOis givenby the expression

, _ (4/4+/i) +gyVA
/we"8C((/1 +2^4)/?1 (4'27)

where VA is the control voltage and gv = —
R7

for Rl=R2t 74 =/5, and R7=Rs =R9=Rl0. The presence of resistors R7 and Rs provides a wide

dynamic range for VA and minimizes the ripple effect on the duty cycle of the ECO output waveform.

However, this also reduces theconversion gain kv of theECO which is, from Equation (4.27)

, 8v 1
v~ 8C, (/! +212)R! " 8C, (/! +2/2)R:R7 (4'28)

Although we assume a linear ECO and then obtain its linearized gain kVl the performance of the closed-

loop VCO is not affected by the accuracy of Equations (4.27) and (428) as long as both open loop gains

for the control and reference loops are high enough. In fact, as illustrated inthe system level design, both

Equations are quite useful inevaluating theclosed-loop VCO performance.

Two identical auxiliary current sources 74 and Is are used toeliminate thepossibility that oscilla

tion is interrupted when VA goes below a certain voltage, due tonoise orripple from the FVC. Outputs

with square waveform and ideally 50% duty cycle are taken from the emitter followers Q5 and g6, fol

lowed by adifferential amplifier Ql5-Q 16 tosquare upthe waveforms with sharp rising and falling edges

(~ lV/nS)before being fed to the one-shot section of the FVC through C81 toensure the accurate trigger

ing of the monostable multivibrator, as mentioned inthe design of the FVC.

4.6. Bandgap Reference

In order to be self-contained, the prototype VCOrequires an on-chip bandgap reference to provide

the voltage reference for the reference loop. Figure 4.9 shows the schematic of the bandgap reference

circuit. This is a simple first order circuit which onlycorrects thelinear dependence of base-emitter vol-
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tage VBE on the absolute temperature T by adding an opposite linear term with the same magnitude to

VBE.4'36 Ifbase currents are negligible, the voltage across resistor RB5 is VT In 8 since both transistors

Qbi and QB9 conduct the same amount ofcurrent due to the pnp current mirrors QBs~Qb6 wnile their

2R
emitter area ratio is 8:1, Furthermore, the voltage drop across RB6 is —— VT In 8. Therefore, the

lB5

bandgap voltage is
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2R
VBG =VBEtB 12 +--^- VT In 8 (4.29)

/Coc*55

The computer simulations show that thecorresponding for the optimum VBG of Equation (4.29) is
Rbs

4.3 for the process fabricating the prototype VCO. A 1% error in the resistorratio ——, however, will
Rbs

result in a TC of 11 ppm/°C. This circuit also generates another bandgap voltage, VbUu, which serves as

the biasing voltage for the current sources in other sections of the prototype VCO. Besides transistors

2bi-G*2» and Qby~Qb4 used tohelp balance the circuit, different resistor values forRB1 m&RBi should

be used to take intoaccount the loading on the Vbias from other sections. CCB\ and CCB2 are on-chip

capacitors to compensate the excessive phase shifts associted with pnp transistors to insure the stability.

RB3 is an ion-implant start-up resistor with 100 k£2 resistance.

The voltage reference Vr# in the reference loop can then bederived from the bandgap voltage VBG

by forcing the current inresistor RBZ flowing inanother resistor. Vrtf isthus related toVBG with a resistor

ratio.

4.7. Crystal Oscillator

Another reference needed in the reference loop is the frequency. Again, although this may be

derived from the system clock when the VCO isintegrated with a large system, a Pierce crystal oscillator

is included in the prototype for the sake of integrity. The circuit schematic of the crystal oscillator, along

with the Schmitt trigger, is illustrated inFigure 4.10. This is essentially identical toFigure 2.11 with the

differential pair QC\-Qc2 acting as the transconductance stage. Resistors RC3 - RC6 are used tobias the

differential pairsuch that it never enters the saturation region. Capacitors C: and C2areexternal to the

. . c2
circuit and the ratio -^— is designed to be 8:3 to produce a sinusoidal wave across Cx with an peak-to-

^i

peak voltage of 500 mV. A 20 MHz crystal is connected between Cx and C2 to provide an inductive

feedback path at the oscillation frequency. Since the differential pair is driven by a sinewave of large

amplitude, a near-square wave is available at thecollector of QC1.
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Figure 4.10 - Circuit diagram of crystal oscillator
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A Schmitt trigger QC9 - Qcl2 is inserted between the crystal oscillator and the FVC in the refer

ence loop to further condition the output waveform from thecrystal oscillator. Resistor Rcn andcurrent

source /C4 are identical to their counterpart R14 and I2 in the ECO of Figure 4.9 to minimize the

mismatch between two FVCs.

4.8. Voltage-to-Current Converter

Since the prototype VCO operates from a single positive power supply, a level-shift circuit is

needed to transform the reference oforiginal input control voltage Vm from ground potential toa higher

level close topower supply Vcc. This canbeachieved byusing the circuit shown inFigure 4.11, where a

simple opamp A3with negative feedback around resistor RA xis used to convert VM to current and then

reflect it to the top, the same way Vref is derived from the bandgap voltage. The realization of the
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voltage-to-current converter is illustrated in Figure 4.12.

The input transistors QAl and QA2 are vertical pnp transistors which allow V^ to swing close to

ground potential. Thelow-frequency open-loop voltage gain of opamp A3is
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Figure 4.12 - Circuit diagram of op amp A3

AQ3 =
^ml^llCl+^mll^As)

(4.30)

where gml andgmnare the transconductances for QAl and QAn

andr0ll is the output impedance of QAn

since the impedance seen looking into the collector of QAl2 is much greater than r0ll( l +gmllRA6).

Similar to the op amps used in both loops, A3 uses the base-collector capacitance CA11 of QAn as the

compensation capacitance. The SPICE promises a gain of 58 db and unity gain frequency of 150 MHz

forA3 when input biased at 0.1 mA. £ai4 *s the output transistor whose collector current is converted

back tothe voltage through resistor R, which isconnected between Vcc and the noninverting input ofop
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amp A i in the control loop.



5.1. Introduction

CHAPTER 5

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

An experimental closed-loop VCO based on the design techniques ofChapter 4 was fabricated in a

2-|im oxide-isolated, high-frequency bipolarprocess at Signetics Corporation. The unity-gain frequency

fT of the npn transistors used is 8 GHz. Transistors witha higherfT are available, but the matching is

not as good. The minimum emitter width is 2-um. The block diagram of the prototype is illustrated in

Figure 5.1.Capacitors C^ Cz, CP> andC„ andcrystal areexternal to thecircuit Cz is used tocancel the

forward zero generated by C^ Thebandgap reference also provides thecurrent biasing needed in the

circuit, in addition to a stable, constant voltage for the reference loop. Theop amp A2is a single-ended

version ofA1# Because thecurrent switching is accomplished by using npn transistors only, theconver

sion gain kf of the FVC isactually negative. As a result, the ECO is connected toAxinsuch a way that a

negative conversion gain kf isattained. This isdone bysimply reversing theinput polarity of theECO.

A photograph of a prototype chip is shown in Figure 5.2. Thedie size is 40 mils by 55 mils. Of

this, 1200 mils2 is the active area. Two levels ofmetal are available for interconnections in the chip.

The prototype was carefully laid out to minimize thermal gradients on the chip. Two crucial building

blocks, the FVCs, are closely placed across the symmetric center line of the chip toimprove temperature

andprocess tracking. Thetophalfof the dieaccommodates the control loop, whereas the bottom halfis

assigned to the reference loop toassure symmetry between two loops. Each building block is powered

from its own Vcc pad to minimize high-frequency coupling and to ease testing, although a single 5V

powersupplyis used to distribute the power to each pad. The parasitic inductances associated with the

package leads and bonding wires help the high-frequency decoupling. Because of the large number of

testpads, the prototype resides in a 40-pin dual-in-line ceramic package. The IC was mounted on a one

sided PC board with a 40-pin socket for testing. Six samples were available for measurements, and four

of themwerefunctioning properly.

85
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Figure 5.1 - Block diagram of VCO prototype

The prototype has been undergone the static and dynamic tests. In the static test, the stability of

oscillation frequency with temperature and power supply variations, and the linearity of the frequency

control characteristic were measured. In the dynamic test, the modulation bandwidth for the input signal

wasmeasured. The resultsvarylitde fromsample to sample. Unless specified, the testswereconducted at

the room temperature of 20°C and Vcc = 5V.
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Figure 5.2 - Microphotograph of the experimental chip



5.2. TC Measurements

A Tektronix oscilloscope 7904 with a 500 MHz bandwidth as well as a 7D15 counter (up to 248

MHz) was used for the static measurements. Figure 5.3 shows the VCO waveform at 250 MHz.

Figure 5.3- VCO waveform at 250 MHz

Being limitedby the scope bandwidth, the waveform is sinusoidal-like becauseof the absenceof harmon

ics. The amplitude isalso significantly reduced due to the lack of50Q. drive capability in the VCO out

put stage.

The temperature stability of the oscillation frequency of the closed-loop VCO is illustrated in Fig

ure 5.4. This was measured under two different conditions: with an on-chip reference, and with anexter

nal reference. The measured TC of frequency using the internal bandgap voltage as the reference is -220

ppm/°Cat 200 MHz as temperature varied between 20°C to 80°C. This is more than twice the theoreti

cally predicted worst case TC given in Chapter 3. However, the measured TC with an external reference

override is substantially reduced to -65 ppm/°C, close to the predicted value described in section 3.5.1.

This notable difference in the measured TC suggests that the TC ofthe internal bandgap voltage may not

be as low.as designed. Figure 5.5 displays the on-chip bandgap voltage VBG as a function of temperature.
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TheTCof VBG is unexpectedly high, being +180 ppm/°C, andaccording toEquation (3.18), a TCof -180

ppm/°C is contributed to theTCof frequency bythereference voltage alone. This explains thedifference

in two tests. The positive TC of VBG signifies the proportional-to-absolute-temperature (PTAT) term in

Equation (4.29) has moreinfluence than theVBE term. Thisis believed to be theresultof theactualresis

ts 6
tor ratio —— in the bandgap reference circuit deviating from the optimum value, due to an error in the

kBs

design equations used forresistors. Note that a 10% error in the resistor ratio gives rise toa TC of±110

ppm/°C. Themeasured TCof the reference frequency fR generated bythecrystal oscillator is less than 1
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Figure 5.5 - On-chipbandgap voltage vs. temperature

ppm/°C.

The measured TC of frequency atoscillation frequencies 250 MHz and above deteriorates rapidly.

This is because the FVC is not functioning properly at those frequencies since the measured pulse width

of the one-shot circuit is about 2 nS,as explained in the preceding chapter. As aresult, twoFVCs cannot

track each other and result in a large TC at high frequencies. The operation range can be extended by

generating a narrower pulse width through theuseof a smaller value of C82 in theone-shot shown in Fig

ure 4.4. For temperature above 80°C, the testboard used didnot provide reliable connections because of

the closely placedsolder. Although the TC measurements wereconducted from 20°Cto 80°C,the results
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clearly demonstrate the effectiveness of theclosed-loop architecture in the stabilization of oscillation fre

quency with temperature.

5.3. Linearity Measurements

The measured voltage-to-frequency control characteristic is shownin Figure5.6.

1.0

Normalized
r< 0.8Frequency

4ut 0.6

0.4

0.2

0

0 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6

Control Voltage V

(V)

Figure 5.6 - VCO frequency-to-voltage controlcharacteristic

in

Thefrequency is normalized to 250MHz, whereas theinput control voltage is varied between 0.2V and

1.6 V. The prototype displays a nonlinearity of 2% over a 5:1 frequency control range. Such a perfor

mance is acceptable in many high frequency applications. Forexample, the nonlinearity requirement on

the VCO used in PLL receivers to demodulate video signals from a 70 MHz carrier in satellite
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communication is 4%.

The nonlinearity is, however, larger thanexpected. This maybe caused by several different error

sources. First, the triggering signal of the one-shotcircuitmayexhibitsome degree of dependence on the

VCO frequency. This results in the variation of thepulsewidth r0and hence the linearity error. Second,

because the voltage at the noninverting node of At is not constant, the finite output impedance of the

transistor in the current switching section contributes errors in the integration current Another error

source is the charge injection. Again, due to variations of thevoltage at the noninverting node, different

amountof charges is injectedto thatnodeand thiscan causethelinearity error.

Furthermore, at the both ends of the transfer characteristic the measured results deviate from the

projected straight line. Theerror occurring at high frequencies is due to the high frequency limitation on

the FVC in the control loop. As seen in Figure 4.6, the effective kf is reduced at high frequencies, and

this gives rise to the upward bended characteristics. On the other hand, the oscillation frequency with a

small Vm is approximately constant, resulting from the use of two auxiliary current sources I4 and I5 in

the ECO shown in figure 4.8. Both current sources can be turned offtoextend the linear range, ifa large

value of CM is used. However, as described inChapter 4, the leakage currents in the FVCs impose the

ultimate limitations onthe low frequency operation, ifoffset voltages ofopamps areneglected.

5.4. Stability with Power Supply

Figure 5.7 shows themeasured stability of the VCO center frequency with power supply. The per

centage of frequency deviation from the VCO center frequency (200 MHz) is plotted as a function of

power supply voltage. The power supply was varied between 4.75 V and 5.25 V. Over this range, the

measured power supply rejection is 0.4%/V. It can be seen that the stability of frequency is inferior for

supply voltage below 5.1 V. This is believed to be related to the op amp common-mode voltage Vcom

whose design value is 3.5V. Due to theerror in the resistor design equations, Veom might be larger than

designed. A low supply voltage then might bring the pnp current sources in the op amp to the edge of

saturation andtherefore result in thedegradation of the opamp gain. Forthis reason, theVCO frequency

is more insensitive to larger supply voltages. The supply rejection for Vcc £ 5.1 V is 0.1%/V, four times
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improvement Therefore, a supply rejection of0.1% should be attained ifthe op amp isproperly biased.

5.5. Modulation Bandwidth

The measured modulation bandwidth ofthe VCO prototype is in excess of 12 MHz byusing a PLL

(Signetics 568) to demodulate a 70 MHz carrier which was generated by modulating the VCO with a

frequency-variable sinusoidal source. Figure 5.8 shows the spectrum of demodulated FM signal with a

12 MHz modulating frequency and 70 MHz carrier frequency. For kfkv =2, R=2K, C^, = 10 pF, and

A0p! =2tcx250x106 rad/s, the modulation bandwidth ofthe prototype given by Equation (4.9b) is 15.4

MHz. This is in good agreement with the measuredmodulationbandwidth.

Since the prototype provides a wide modulation bandwidth and good voltage-to- frequency linear-
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ity, it is ideally suited for PLLapplications such as demodulation of video signals from a 70 MHz carrier

in satellite receivers.

The performance of the prototype VCO is summarized in Table 5.1.



Maximum Oscillation frequency 250 MHz

TC ofFrequency -65 ppm/°C

Nonlinearity ofVoltage-to-Frequency 2%

Drift with Power Supply -0.4%/V

Modulation Bandwidth > 12 MHz

Supply Voltage 5V

Power Dissipation 220 mW

Chip Area (Active / Total) 1,200/ 2,200 mils2

Table 5.1 - Summary ofexperimental results
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS

6.1. Summary of Research

Circuit design techniques for implementing precision high-frequency monolithic voltage-controlled

oscillators (VCO's) have been developed. The precision VCO incorporates a closed-loop configuration

where a frequency-to-voltage converter (FVC) acts as feedback element to correct errors in oscillation

frequency. Closed-loop VCO's have several important advantages over conventional open-loop VCO's.

First, the oscillation frequency of the closed-loop VCO is temperature-insensitive and has a small tem

perature coefficient (TQ even at high frequencies because of the use of a feedback loop stabilizing the

conversion gain of the FVC. Second, the linearity ofthe VCO voltage-to-frequency characteristic isalso

improved because of the use of negative feedback and high speed linear FVCs. Third, since the FVC

conversion gain relies on voltage and frequency references which can be derived from an on-chip preci

sion bandgap reference and a stable, accurate clock frequency, very precise VCO frequencies can be

attained which areinsensitive topower supply and processing variations.

The performance ofthe closed-loop VCO, interms ofthe TC offrequency, linearity ofvoltage-to-

frequency characteristic, and frequency accuracy, has been analyzed. It shows that the performance is

limited by the matching ofcomponents on the same die, ifop amps with moderate gain of 1000 ormore

are used infeedback loops. The relationship between the frequency response ofthe closed-loop VCO and

the ripple voltage at the output ofFVC has been investigated, Acompromise between the VCO output

duty cycle and modulation bandwidth ofthe VCO can be made to fulfill specific applications.

An experimental closed-loop VCO prototype has been designed and fabricated in a high speed

bipolar process to verify the feasibility of the proposed architecture. The measured experimental results

demonstrated low TC of frequency, good linearity, insensitivity to power supply variations, and wide

modulation bandwidth which issuitable for video applications. The circuit consumes a small active area,

and this can be further reduced if integrated with large systems where both voltage and frequency refer-

96
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ences are usually available.

6.2. Future Topics

Although the closed-loop approach was applied to implement the high frequency emitter-coupled

oscillator in bipolar technology in this research todemonstrate thevalidity of theory, it may be of poten

tial interest forother VCO configurations and technologies. Several areas which future research may be

directed are: (1)high speed FVCs capable of operating at frequencies of GHz andabove; (2) low offset,

moderate gain, high unity gain op amps; (3) ring oscillator-based closed loop VCOs; (4)emitter-coupled

VCOs using parasitic capacitances as thetiming element, and(5) high frequency MOS VCO's.



Appendix

Time-Domain Analysis of the Control Loop

In this appendix, we analyze the dynamic behavior of the control loop in the time domain, and

specifically the relationship between the outputoscillation frequency fout and inputcontrol voltageV^.

To keep the analysis simple and mathematically manageable, we assume an ideal op amp A i used

in thecontrol loop.Summingthe currents at the inverting nodeofA j in Figure 4.1,

C'*l[Vl~^+/l~^=° (A'1}
Integrating Equation (A.1) from t =0 to t = t where tn < t £ tn +lf we obtain

jVindt
C^[(v1(O-v1(0))-(^(O-^(0))]+n/0r0+/i(O=i~j— (A.2)

r/o(f-fB)/fo KtnZt<tn + t0
where h(t)=< T . -*. ^ . *. *.ylQtQ iftH +t0<t£tn+l

Using the initial conditionsat /0 = 0

Mi(0)=/o (A.3)

and

htofoR=Vin(0) (A.4)

where f0 = steady state oscillation frequency for t <, 0

Equation (A.2) can be rewritten as

rtL int K<~ inlJ 0 <-, uu kV

t

where G(t)= jV^Odt
1=0

The nAperiod of the VCO isrelated tothe average value ofvx(f) during that interval. More specifically,
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Jv,(OA
=£yVj* (0 =fcy

'n+1 ~ '» 'n+1 ~ U

or

«.«

*V JV1(0* =1
t=tm

Integrating both sides of Equation (A.5) and usingEquation(A.7), we arriveat

U.i U.i

j- =T?^JG(t)dt+ \VM{t)dt- ^(0)(1 +

Note thatthe first andsecond term on theright sideof Equation (A.8) cannot be linear terms of (fn+1 - tn)

since they are related by integration. As a result, Equation (A.7) is a nonlinear difference equation for tn

and hence the control loop is a nonlinear discretesystem.

n . /o
RCtnfo ky
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(A.6)

(A.7)

(tn+l-tn) (A.8)
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